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As Bender reached ror the box of bullion Dick· came into the corridor. Hili! unlooked-for appearance

rather staggered the rascals. But they were equal to the emergency. "Seize him,
Maguire!" cried Savage. Maguire slipped behind Dick and grabbed him.
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THE MISSINfi BOX OF BULLION
DB,

THE BOY WHO SOLVED A WALL ·STREET MYSTERY
By A SELF-MADE MAN
CHAPTER I.

" Do you think your stock will go much higher?"
"I'm banking on it going to 80. Everything points to
the contin• ation of the boom to-morrow, and if nothing
happens to prevent, prices are sure to be higher. This is
the time !or the lambs to make a harvest. A lot of them ·
need it to get square on the slump of three weeks ago."
•'I wish-sometimes-I were a boy."
"I don't. You're the s\\'eetest proposition in Wall Street,
and I wouldn't have you change for a gold mine," chuckled
Dick.
"What a jollier you a.re!" blushed Sadie. " Go along
now. and let me finish my work. It'a t ime for you to gu
home, anyway, isn't it?"
. "Pretty near-that is, if nothing turns up to detain
me:"
"Has Mr. Langle,v gone ?'
"No, he's talking to Broker Risdon in his room. Well,
so long."
Dick walked out into 'the waiting-room in time to meet
a Wells Fargo & Oo.'s expressman with a heavy box on his
shoulder.
"Will you sign for this?" asked the man.
"What is it ?n
. "A box of bullion."
"Whew! The cashier has been looking for that for the
last hour. Better take it in to him and have him sign
for it."
Dick opened the brass lattice door for the expressman,
and then glanced at the clock.
It wanted only a few minutes of his quitting time, so he
walked to the window and looked out.

I

INTRODUCES OUR HEUO.

"'l'his has been a great day for the lambs, Sadie,"· said
Dick Hall, messenger for Broker George Langley, of No. Wall Street, stopping at the pretty stenograper's table in
her den in a corner of the counting-room.
"Has it?" asked Miss Stevens, a chic-looking bl ondc,
stopping in the midst of her work, for she was always ready
to exchange a word or two with the office messenger, who
,
was a favorite of hers.
"Bet your life. Stocks have been booming like a house
afire since the Exchange opened for business this morning.
The lamb who i,sn't ahead of the game at this tim e must
be one of those unlucky people who never know enough to
cop a winner."
"Are you intereeted in the riS€, too?"
"Am I? Say, when I miss a good thing call my attention to the fact, will you?"
"Then you're in on another dea] ?"
"That's what I am, but you don't want to mention it in
tones that'll reach the cashier's ears. Yes, I've got the call
on 30 shares of A. & D. I bougbt it yesterday at 65, put up
my $300 capital like a little man, and now it is up to-what
do you think?"
"I couldn't guess."
"Sevent y-two-just seven points advance in twenty-four
hours."
"You are certainly a fortunate boy."
"If I didn't have some luck in speculation I woulcln't
touch the market with a ten-foot pole."
J
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The cashier lifted the .box in h:s :lrms and carried it into
It was a raw, d1izzling, foggy afternoon, and the prospect
the private room.
from the office window was not inviting.
A few minutes afterward Mr. Langley returned to his
'l'he upper Rtories of the g~eat skyscrapers were com·
desk.
pletcly lost in the mist.
At that moment three men were standing out in the
Lights were burning every~;hcre, except in the streets, to
enable the clerical help of the various offices to pursue their corridor, conversing together in low tones.
One of them sported a shiny silk hat and looked like a
labors.
The sidewalks were lined with passing umbrellas, and the Wall Street broker.
The other two, who were smootijly shaven, wore derby
A. D. 'I'. and other messenger boys of their ilk were flitting
·
hats and smart business suits.
about in glistening waterproof over-garments.
The three looked prosperous, the gentleman with the tall
All that was needed to complete the air of depression that
hovered over Wall Street was a falling market; but it hap- hat particularly so, for a massive gold chain crossed his
vest from pocket to pocket, and was looped up at a biutton
pened thnt the contrary was the case.
.Be the weather as bad as it might, it could not interfere .hole, and on one of his :fingers was a massive ring of peculiar
r
design.
with the buoyant spirits of the bulls.
Five o'clock approached, and the three men still stood and
_They crowded the cafes, where they laughed, joked, and
raised merry Cain generally over the satisfactory state of chatted as if time was of no moment to them.
The clerks now began leaving the different offices on that
the market.
but none of them took any special notice of the
floor,
"It
"This is a good day for water fowl," muttered Dick.
gentlemen.
three
not
and
benefit
ought to be kept on tap for their especial
allowed to escape up here where it isn't wanted. It's enough. It wanted five minutes of five when one of the elevators
to make a homeless marr commit suicide. Well, I guess it's stopped its upward flight within a few yards of them, and
Dick Hall got out.
time for me to get my umbrella and take a--"
.At that moment the gentleman with the silk hat grasped
"Dick!" said Mr. Dangley, comin& fo the door of his
the arm of one of his companions irr a way that people often
•
private room.
do when engaged in conversation, and Dick's attention was
"Yes, sir."
/
attracted by the fl.ash of the diamond in the ring.
fetch
and
Citv,
Jersey
Co.,
&
Curtis
to
letter
this
"Take
.He was a very observing boy, and h~ saw. that the stone
'
me back an answer."
"Well, ~f t~at wouldn't jar you," said the boy, putting formed the fl.at head of a coiled snake made of black tinamel.
He had seen many rings of snake design, but never anythe letter m his pocket. "A letter to go to Jersey City just
like this one, which was fu"lly three-quarters of an
thing
when I was about to go home, and I've got to bring an anbreadth, representing :five complete coils, with the
in
inch
and
me,
for
wait
to
going
is
boss
the
means
~we: back. That
is likely to keep tab on the time it takes me to do the er- head rising in the attltude of a reptile about to strike.
The diamond was about a five-carat one, anc1 shone like
rand. Gee, what luck!"
Dick put on his hat and went into the washroom for a twinkling star.
"That's a mighty fine ring," thought the boy, as he hurhis umbrella.
ried toward his office. "I'll bet it's worth a thousand dol1
b kh
0 h·
" n is way ac e look~d into the stenographer's den.
I've got to go to .:\ersey lars if it's worth a cent. He's surely a rich guy, for that
• What do you think, Sadie?
1
watch chain across his vest looks like a 1netty solid one.
Th"
~I b
h
t
f
and
hs
Clty. for the bo ~
is is"a fine
e c an answer ac1{. 1
afternoon to cross the ·river-I don't think!" he said in a It's a fine thing to be wealthy. I wonder if I'll ever be
able to sport a ring and chain like those? It won't be my
tone that showed he didn't like the errand for a cent.
fault if I don't."
''You ]rnve my sympathy, Dick," laughed the girl.
As be opened the office door he. came face to face with
"Thank yon for nothing. How would you like it if vou
·
had to go -~·ading araund in the slush and inhaling the fog Sadie Stevens on her way out.
"Got back, have you?" she said. "You haven't been so
from the nver? You wouldn't find it so funnv."
•
"Oh, you' re used to it. Haven't you been in "and out all long."
"I've been away over an hour. If you'll wait a minute or
day?" ·
two I'll see you to the bridge-that is, if you don't obJ"ect
d
"'I'h t
a was uring office hours. This is overtime."
to my escort."
.
"Mr. Langley will remember it he h
"Object! Why, I shall be glad to have your company.
w n e raises your
wages."
You can hold my umbrella for me and save me that much
,
trouble."
'When he does. Well, I must be off."
later the office. door slarrimed and Dick was off
Ahismoment
"We sha'n't need it, for it isn't raining now."
errand.
on
"Isn't it? That's good."
Dick rushed into the inner room and handed the answer
. .Fifteen minutes later Mr. Langley walked into the countmg-room.
he brought back to his boss, who tore the envelope open,
"That box of bullion you were expecting has arrived Mr. read the few words it contained, and nodded his head apLangley," said the cashier. "It's too late to take it a:ound provingly.
"Is that all, Mr. Langley?" asked Dick, anxious to be off.
to the safe deposit vaults. Will you put it in your private
· a moment. T want you to help me put
"Yes--no, wait
·
.
safe for the night?"
"Yes. Bring it iiJto my room and leave it in front of the that box of bullion into my safe."
cheerfully.
'
messenger
young
the
replied
sir,"
"All right,
safe. I'll lock it up before I go home," replied the· broker.
1

1
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THE MISSING BOX OF BULLION.
The broker opened his safe, they lifted the heavy box,
which contained $20,000 wori:h 0£ pure golden ingots, and
shoved it into the bottom 0£ the safe, and then Mr. Langley
slammed the door shut ancl turned the handle, trying the
door to make sure that it was locked.
"That would make a fine haul for a burglar," he re' marked; "but those chaps don't often come to Wall Street.
It's too risky £or them."
"I guess ·it is, sir. They don't get below the 'dead line.'"
"Help me on with my overcoat, and then you can go,"
said the broker.
Dick did so, and returned to Sadie, who was waiting £or
him in the ha11.
The rest 0£ the office force had already gone, and Dick
and the girl hastened to the elevator.
The three gentlemen were still standing and talking together.
As the young messenger and the stenographer apriroached
two of them huret out laughing as i£ the other had just
said something amusing.
Dick would 11ave called Sadie's attention to the ring on
the elder man's finger, only he held that hand behind him
at the momen~
However, he told her about it while they were waiting for
a descending cage. . They reached the ground floor in a minute or so, and
Dick walked up to the Brooklyn Bridge with the £air Sadie
and put her aboard a car. ,
Then he crossed City Hall Park, skipped · over Broadway, and walked down Chambers Street to the Sixth Avenue eleyated station, where he took an uptown train. 1

"<

!
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"In this instance the cashier didn't know the money'
barring a very small amount, was in the safe."
''Why didn't he?"
"The $15,000 was delivered to the broker in an express
package after the cashier had gone home. The broker
opened the safe and locked it up himself. Next morning
the broker came down earlx, before the cash,ier arrived, and
found the express package missing. The cashier afterward
reported the silver change missing, too."
"What did the police say about it ?"
"I don't know what they said, but the papers alluded t o
it as one 0£ the most mysterious robberies that ever happened in Chicago."
"Did the detectives discover any clue to the thief or
thieves?"
"Not to my knowledge."
"When did\ this affair happen?"
.
"About a month ago."
"Whoever did the trick must have known the combination of the safe."
"It would seem so, but the broker declared that only
himself and the cashier were acquainted with that."
"Well, many remarkable things happen in this world at
one time or another, and some of them always remain mys"'
teries."
·
His companion nodded and then they changed the subject.
Dick listened with some interest to the foregoing, for anything of a mysterious nature rather appealed to him.
He was a great admirer of detective stories, and had read
every one he could get hold of.
"I'll bet a detective would ha.ve discovered who it was
who got into that safe/' he thought, after the men next· to
him had dismissed the subject. "He'd have found a clue,
CHAPTER II.
if it were only a discarded cigar butt, and out of that would
have built up a: deductive theory that would have Jed
THE MISSING BOX OF BULLiON.
straight to the thief."
Dick picked up his paper and read till the train reached
Dick lived with his father, mother and a younger brother
his station, when he got out and walked home.
in a Harlem flat.
•
At the supper table he told his folks about the mysterious
Mr. Hall was cashier and bookkeeper for one of the
safe
robbery in Chicago, and his father and brother hazbranch offices fa Harlem of a big packing hQuse, which
arded
all kinds of guesses as t o who it was that committed
carried on both a retail and wholesale tradt
He received a very fair salary, and was able to keep his the crime.
Dick was always at the ofl1ce five or ten minutes beifore
:family in comfortable style.
Dick had been working in Wall Street as messenger for anybody else reached the place.
He employed his time reading the Wall Street- news in
Mr. Langley for the best part of three years, and what he
one
of the :financial dailies delivered in the first mail, and
thought he didn't know about the financial district, and
the methods in fogue there, was hardly worth mentioning. in studying the previous day's market report.
It was his ambition to keep abreast of all that was hap..
When he got into the car en route for home he sat down
·
beside a gentleman who was telling his companion about a pening in the financial district.
He hoped to become a broker some day, and he let nothmysterious robbery that had happened in a broker's office
ing get by him- that would count toward that end.
in Chicago, where he had just come from .
When he reached the office on the morning succeeding his
"Fifteen thousand dollars in 'bills and some silver was
taken from .the office safe, and yet the' safe showed no 'indi- visit to Jersey City, he found, as usual, a batch of let ters
and papers lying inside the door. where the postman had
cations of having been tampered with," he said.
"Maybe the cashier got away with it," replied his com- shoved. them through the slit in the ceriter panel.
He gathered them up and carried them into the private
panion.
"The cashier was an old man of undoubted integrity, and office, where he deposited them on a sliding shelf of his
employer's desk, which he pulled out for the purpose.
the broker had implicit confidence in him."
A book, containing past -records of railroad and other
"It's t.he people who are trusted the most who generally
.
'
important stocks, lay on top 0£ the safe.
get away with the goods," laughed his companion.
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Dick reached for1it; as he wanted some information on the · Dick wa~ going to show them the snake·s head and neck
subj ect.
in the putty, but reconsidered the matter.
The book eluded his clutch and fell to the rug in front
He was afraid they'd take it up in their fingers and
of the safe.
·
spoil it.
As he stooped to get it he saw someth ing dark and shiny
"I must get a box to put this in, and keep it lmtil the
imbedded in the rug, and he picked it up.
putty hardens," he thought. "It is a great curio?ity, and
Examining the thing, he saw that it was part of the coil, I wouldn't like it damaged."
·with tail complete, of a black enamel reptile.
He wondered where and how he would keep it in the
It had clearly been roughly broken oif from the rest" of meanwhile.
.
the ornament, apparently a ring, tD which it belonged.
He decided to slip it into an envelope and place it in
· "I. wonder who lost that?" thought Dick. "Must have some place where it was not likely to be disturJ;i~d.
been one of Mr. Langley's friends, or .perhaps some visit<;>r
He got an envelope and put the tail in with it.
who called here yesterday. The loss of it has spoiled the
Then he slipped it under the stand that held the copyingring or other piece of jewelry which it was a part of. I press.
wonder how it got broken off? Some force must have been
There wasn't one chance in a thousand of its being moused, by the looks of the fracture and considering the ten- lested there.
acious material it was made out of. I'll show it to the
At hal.f-past nine he was sent out by the cashier on his
boss when .he comes, and he may be able to recognize it first errand.
and place the owner."
When he got back he found ,symptoms of excitement in
D\ck put it in his vest pocket.
·
the office.
'
As he did so, while still on his knees, he saw a whitish
:Nlr. Langley, his cashier, the superintendent of the buildsubstance on the floor under the edge of the safe.
ing, the head janitor, and the chief bookkeeper were in the
Taking it in his fingers, he found it was a piece of putty. private office, and were apparently much• exercised over
He was about to toss it into the near-by wastebasket when something.
he saw, clearly indented upon its surface, the flat head and
The broker looked particularly excited and disturbed, and
neck of an ornamental snake.
was talking to the superintendent in a loud tone. ~
So remarkable a phenomenon m1turally attracted his in"Gee! I wonder what's up?" thought Dick. "Maybr the
terest and attention, and he went to the light to examine it boss found a few more cigar butts lying around and is
better.
making a kick about it. No, I guess it's something more
The snake's head was composed of several facet-like ·inclen- serious than that. 'I'hey're looking at the safe as if there
tations, similar to the small 1:mrfaces cut on a diamond, to wa.· someth ing tl1e matter with it. 'I'here can't be an ything
give the stone its light-reflecting power.
the matter with it, for 1 was in here first th is morning, and
.The reptile's head had been forced into the piece of putty, I'll swear it looked all right."
and thus the impression was left in it.
Dick stopped near the indicator ancl trird to catch wlrnt
"There is no doubt bu t this is the heacl. of a snake ring, was ~aid in the sanctum of the boss.
and the reptile was ·raised up a bit as i£ about to spring.
"I tell you I'm the only one who h;is the combination.
How came H to be impressed on thi s piece of putty? The '!'his safe is only used by me, and it isn't necei::sary for any
softness of the putty shows that it was recently done .. This one else to open it," Mr. Langley said.
is certainly a great curiosity. I must handle it gently ii' 1
"Well, it's :yery mysterious, that's all I've got to say,"
wish to retain it in its present perfect outline. I'll bet replied the superintendent of the building. "The onl~
that's the" snake that lost its tail which I have. in my pocket. thing that's missing, you say, is the box of bullion you put
I wonder if there are any more remarkable objects around in there yesterday afternoon?"
the boss' safe this morning?"
"That's all, but that's enough i;n all conscience, for there
Dick took another look around the rug, but without any was $20,000 worth of golden ingots in it, and I'm responexpectation of adding to his collection.
sible for it. If that box of bullion isn't recovered I'll have
There wa s a yellow stair! the size and shape of a silver to make it good in money,'' said the broker, clearly much
dollar which he had never noticed before, but that clidn't worried about the disappearance of the box.
prove that it was of recent occurrence.
•
"What .time did you leave the office?"
Near it was 'the half-smoked butt of a thick cigar with
"At five. I was the last to go, though my messenger only
its band around it.
'
preceded me a minute or two."
"Seems to me the janitor's assistant has been careless in
"'I'he'box must have been .pretty heavy."
sweeping up last night, else this wouldn't be lying here, an ' "It was. As much as any man wants to lift. I'll guarobject lesson of his negligence. That looks like the remains antee he wouldn't be able to carry it far without resting
of a good twenty-five cent cigar. . I'll save the label for frequently."
the young lady in our house who ia making a collection 0£
"I'll make an investigation, for the box c~uldn't have
th em for decorative purposes." ·
been taken out of the building without one or more of our
Dick put the label in his pocket and chucked the butt employees being aware of the fact, particularly if the · atinto the clean cuspidor near Mr. Langley's desk.
tempt was made to get it away after seven o'clock, when the
Then, with the piece of putty resting carefully jn the doors are closed and the watchman in charge. He wouldn't
palm of his hand, he left the room just as two of the clerks permit anything to be taken away unless he kn·ew the person
came into the office.
'
who had it in his possession. All that, however, does not
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explain how the box got out of your safe, which you found,
you assert; in the same condition you left it in."
"My gracious!" breathedi Dick: "Can it be possible that
the box of bullion I helped the boss put in his safe just
before I went home has been stolen ?"
Such proved to be not only the fact, but the box had
actually disappeared without the slightest evidence that the
safe had been tampered with.

"He is an exceptionally good boy-one of the brighteat
and most reliable in Wall Street."
ThP ~tectiv.e then asked about the clerks. and learned,
as he expected, that they were of the usual run of brokers'
clerks.
\
He examined the doors leading into ~he waiting-room
and the private office from the corridor, and saw nothing
to indicate that a jimmy or any other implement had been
used on them.
"How much did the box weigh?"
The broker told him as near as he could guess.
"How
ab<Jut the big safe in your .counting-room? AnyCHAPTER III.
thing mi8sing from it?"
"Nothing."
mcK MAKES A HAUL IN THE MARKET.
"'l'he box of bullion was the only thing stolen.• then?"
" The only thing."
The superilltendent's investigation was pretty thorough,
"Well, I'll have to interview the night watchman, and
for the case was serious, but it led to no other results than
a positive declaration by every employee on duty between such other employees of the building as were on duty during
5 P. M. and 9 A . M. that n6 such box as the one described the time that intervened since you left your office yeste\day
afternoon, and the time it was opened thi s morning," 9'1id
had been taken from the building.
.
In the meantime Mr. Langley communicated with the the detective.
nothing
that.
threw
any
light on the
He
did'
and
lea.med
Wall Street detective agency, arid one of the smartest sleuths
subject.
that
office
called·
on
the
broker.
of
Finaliy he went away to report to his chief and confer
The facts were communicated to him, and then .he carewith him.
fully examined the safe. ,
The theft struck him as posseasing man y unusual fea"You are sure that you locked the safe yesterday aftertures
and was, on the whole; rather' mysterious.
noon jl1at before you left the office?" said the detective.
Although
the superintendent of the building assured him
"I am positive, for I tried the lock to make certain of
that the box could not have been taken from the place withit," replied the broker.
out some one noticing who had it in hands, and if it was
"And you found it locked this morning?"
a stranger he couldn't possibly have passed out with it, the
"I did."
"Well, there are no signs that it has been tampered with, detective was not convinced of the fact.
Still he admitted that everything seemed to indicate that
M1·. Langley. Whoever opened this safe and took the box
the missing box of bullion wa:s still in the building.
of 'bullion used the combination."
Notwithstanding Mr. Langley's statements, be was sati s"How could they? I am the only one who kuows the
fied that somebody, who he figured was connected with
combination."
"Have you got it written down somewhere in case the office, ~new the combination of the plundered safe, else
it could not have been opened without having Men tamof--"
pered with.
"No, sir, I have not."
,
"You never told your cashier what the combination is?" · The problem before the sleuth was to find out that somebody, and he set to work to do it, aided by suggestions fr.om
"No, sir."
his
chief.
"How did the box of bullion reach your office,1 and
.
Dick
had little time to dwell upon the theft that day up
when?"
to
three
o'clock as the booming market brought a rush of
"By Wells Fargo & Co.'a express, about four o'clock yesterday afternoon, too late for me to send it to my safe de- business to the office, and he was kept on the jump right
along.
posit vault ."
Still he thought about it at intervals, just as he thought
"Then you don't usually keep large amounts of money
about his stock deal, but it seemed to be a most mysterious
or other valuables over night in your office?"
"I do not."
affair.
It put him in mind M the Chicago safe robbery, and the
"All your employees were aware, I suppose, that the box
in question wouk1 remain in your office over night locked coincidence of the two cases struck him aa remarkable.
.
·
in your f'afe ?"
"I suppose I ought to tell the boss about what I found
"I believe so. At any rate my cashier did, and so did near the safe this morning, and turn the articles over to
my messenger."
.
him. They might furnish a clue to the thief. They certainly would in the hands of Sherlock Holmes. All he
"How long has your cashier been with you?"
"Six or seven years."
would have to d-0 would be to take one glance at them, and
"Perfectly trustworthy, I presume?" ·
he'd not only be able to describe the man's personal ap"I regard him as such."
pearance, but his characteristics, and even show how he ob"And your messenger? How long has he been in your tained the combination of the safe, for that seems to be the
employ?",
only way it was-opened."
Dick was returning to the office from the Exchange while
'"About three years."
"What sort of boy is he? Good parentage and all that?" he was figuring out the matter, fully satisfied that it was
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his duty to turn his discoveries over to Mr. Langley with a
full explanation of how they came into his hands.
He was sorry that the necessities of the case req"trired him
to give up the piece of putty with its curious imprint, for
he wanted to keep it as a curiosity, but he didn't see how
he could retain it under the circumstances.
As he was going in at the entrance of the building he
came face to face · with the gentleman of the silk hat whom
he had seen talking in the corridor with two companions the
afternoon previous.
·
He was the man who sported the unique and valuable
snake ring which had caught his attention.
Somehow or anothe11 Dick had forgotten all about that
ring.
The impression of a similar snake's head in the putty,
and the broken tail of' black enameljiad not even connected
the two in his mind.
But the moment he recognized the gentleman everything
flashed across his mind in a twinkling.
Still there did not seem any likelihood that a :fine-looking,
apparently wealthy person like this gentleman could possibly have any connection with the missing box ' of bullion.
It was almost ridiculous to assume such an idea.
Nevertheless Dick's eyes wandered to the gentleman's
finger on which he had seen the ring fl.ash.
He wanted to make sure tha.t that particular[ ring was
whole and complete-that the snake had not lost its tail.
He was not very successful.
All he could see was that the ring was on the man's little
:finger, but from the hurried glance he caught of it he was
unable· to say whether it was all there or not'.
"I must :find out somehow," he thought. "I'll follow him
a hit and see if I have any better luck."
He was about to do it when he saw Mr. Langley approaching.
He hesitated as to whether he should dodge his employer
or not.
· ht £ th
tl
. · d · ·
lt d · I · 1 ·
H is
m ecis10n resu e m um osmg s1g o
e gen eman with the 'ring, and so he entered the building and went
straight to the office.
··
b
t
t
d h d
.
WI11·1 e waiting
.
to e se~ ou on 1us next erran , e ~~1ded toh;ol~ on to the piece of putty and the"'snake s hul
0
~, a' w i: onger.
.
.
I 1?- .gomg to try,,a httl~ detec~ive wor~ of my own before g1vmg them up, he said to hrmself. Who knows but
I might clear up the mystery of the :nissing box of bullion
m~self. That :vould get my. name m the papers, a;nd be
quite a feather m my cap. Trme enough for me to give up
~hose articles when I have satisfied myself that the gentle' ;mg
. is
. per f ect ."
mans
.
.
Havmg reached that conclusion he began to thmk about
his stock deal.
·
When he was at the Exchange A. & D. was quoted at 75,
just ten points above what he had bought it for, and he
wondered ·if he hadn't better sell out an<il take' the $300
profit that was in ~ght.
He got up and looked at the tape which was rolling out
of the glass cap of the ticker.
The latest sale of A. & D. was given at 75 3-8.
The whole market was steadily advancing, and he hated
to get out too soon, though _h is Wall Street experien.ce told

him that it was the part of wisdom to get out too soon
rather than to wait till it was too late.
He decided to take the risk and hold on a while longer.
A. & D. closed that day at 77.
Next morning it opened at 77 1-2, and by noon wan
going at a fraction over 80.
Dick was at the Exchange when he saw that :figure go up
on the blackboard.
It struck him that A. & D. and several other stocks
looked topheavy.
"Now is the time for me to cash in," he thought.
So, instead of returning to th~ office direct, he went up
to the little bank on Nassau Street where he made his deal
and ordered his shares sold.
The bank's representative Ftt the Exchange disposed of
his 30 shares right off, and the young messenger made a
profit of $1'5 a share, or $450 altogether, which made him
worth $750.

CHAPTER IV.
DICK TELLS SADIE HOW HE EXPECTS TO GET' .A. LINE ON THE
MISSING BOX OF ' BULLION.

In the meantime the newspapers had published the story
of the mysterious disappearance of the box of bullion worth
$20,000 from Broker Langley's office, and a coup-le of
headquarters' detectives had been called in to lielp out the
Wall Street agency sleuth.
.
It was on the day after the box of bullion was found to
be :lnissing that .Dick sold out his_ stoc~. .
He took ~he f1~st chance of tellmg his friend the stenog· rapher of lns s-!ccess.
"I have ,;riade ~ust ~bout .$450 on tl!-at J~ttle_ deal," he
told her.
That is domg rrnghty well, considermg I only .
had 30 shares."
"I should think so," admitterl Sadie.
"J t th· k 0 f l1 ·
,
· th
f
. co ,armg a year 8 wages m
d
~s
m
ree or our

a~sI.

· h I uld d th t ,, ·d tl
·1
w1s
co
o a , sai Je g1r .
"I'll bet you do. You'd bs able to treat your!'-elf to an
unlimited number of new gowns a'nd hats to match.
"Do you ima:gine I'd spend it all on dress? I'm not
quite so extravagant as that."
"Fine feathers make fine birds and you're a bird for
fair," laughed Dick.
'
"And you're a great tease," replied the stenographer.
"But tell me has Mr. Langley heard anvthing about his
missi~g box of bullion?"
"
"Not a whisp·e r."
"Isn't 4_ strange how that box got out of his private
safe?"
"It certainly is."
,
"There's no way of opening a safe without the combination unless it's broken open, is there?"
"Not that I ever heard of."
"Then it stands to reason that whoever stole the bo~ had
the combination."
"It would appear so; but Mr. Langley has declared that
he is the only person who knew the combination. How, then,
could a stranger get hold of it?"
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"I'm sure I never could guess."
"Putty. It must be hand!ed with' care to preserve thB
"There a.re three detectives on the case. If they're any impression."
good at all I should think they ought to be able to 'get a
"Did .tr;nt make that?"
line on the thief of thieves. I don't know but I could do
"Me ! ' I'm not the fortunate possessor of a diamond the
' better mvself with half a chance."
size of that print. See how plainly the facets are marked
"What-you, Dick?" laughed Sadie. "What put that around the fiat top of the snake's head."
.! idea into your head?"
"I see. Well, ~here did you get it?"
'
"A detective I read about."
"I found that under the ed1e of Mr. Langley's safe
"Oh ! Then he was only an imaginary persop. ?"
yesterday morning."
"That's all, but what he couldn't do in the way of spot"YOU did?"
· "Yes. And I found this black enamel snake's tail lying
ting criminals isn't worth talking about."
"What good did that do if what he did was all imagin- on the rug in front of the safe at the same time. From
ary?"
those two pieces ·of evidence it is a simple matter to dedllCe
"Suppose that the reading of l}is methocl s has pu't ideas the fact that the tail belonged to a black enameled snake
into the heads of real detectives, that would do some good, ring and that the impression in the putty gives an exact
wouldn't it?"
representation of the head and neck of the snake with the
"I suppose so."
diamond imbedded in the former."
"And suppose that his adventures suggested to me a plan
"That seems plain enough."
of getting on to the missing box of bullion, that would do
"Of course it is. The diamond being a large one, of
some good, too, eh?"
great beauty--"
"It would indeed. Have you an idea, Dick?" she asked
"How do' you know that?" interrupted Sadie.
eagerly.
"Never mind how I know it. That is one of the advantages of having a big head. The diamond being a large and·
"I have."
fine one indicates that only a man something above the
"What is it?"
"Great heads like mine never let out their secrets to litj;le common could afford such an expensive ornament."
"Well?"
heads like yours, Sadie/' chuckled the young messenger.
"Well, as I found these things in front of the safe that
"Well, if you aren't complimentary ! I've a great mind
never to speak to you again," replied the girl, pretending was robbed just after the box of bullion was found to be
missing, the inference is that--"
to be offended.
/
"The man who owns the ring committed the theft," said
. "You couldn't possibly do that. '11 he temptation to keep
Sadie.
that littl e tongue of yours wagging when I'm around
wouldn't let you keep ~ilent."
"Of course; but don't steal my ideas, please. Now, in
"You don't know what I c1;mld. do."
order to get a line on the missing box of bullion, all I have
"I know you couldn't keep a secret."
to do is to find the man with a ring answering to the c1e"Why, the idea! I've kept lots of them."
scriptioI). furnished by these two articles, the tail of which
"Name one, for instance."
is broken off."
''I haven't ~aid a word about your etock speculations."
'' Yes; but how do you expect to find him?"
"Right, Sadie. I'll take it all back, and to prove that
"You leave me to do that, Sadie. He's a tall, well-built
yon ha.Ye a place in my confidence I'm going to show }OU gentleman, with a handsome face, dresses lilce a nabob, and
soinet:hing important-something I think hm; a bearing on wears a heavy watch chain across his vest."
the missing box of bullion."
"Why, how do you know all that? You didn't see him
','Aren't you good! I dearly love mysteries, and I just rob the aafe."
dote on seeing them unraveled."
"I'm a born detective, Sadie, that's how I know it,"
"Curb your impatience for a second till I return," said chuckled Dick. "I als~ know the brand of cigars he smokes
Dick.
.
-H~ry Clay perfectos, three for a dollar."
"Now you're joking."
He left her den, but returned in a few minutes with the
"No, I'm not. Here is the wrapper 0£ that kind of
envelope in which he had placed the piece of putty and
cigar. I picked it up attached to a half-smoked perfecto
the enameled tail of the snake ring.
the saie at the same time I found the.other articles."
"Now," ~aid Dick, "promiRe that you will be as mute as near
.
.
. "Haven't you said anything to Mr. Langley about yo-qr
a mop:>tlck about what I'm going to tell and sho·w you."
"I swear it!" replied Sadie, wl.th mock solemnity, laying diRcoveries ?"
"Not a word."
her right hand on the fop of her machine.
"Don't you think you ought to?"
"Very &ood. If you break your oath your typewriter will
"And spoil the reputation as a thief-catcher I expect to
surely go back on you, and you will get into all kinds of
make?"
trouble."
Dick opened the envelope and gently drew forth the
"And you really believe you will discover who took the
piece of putty, which had hardened somewhat.
missing box of bullion ?"
• "You may look, but you mustn't touch. Put your hands
"If I don't I shall be greatly disappointed. I think I
behind your back. That~s right. Now gaze on that putty have a better chance of doing it than the detectives."
and tell me what you see."
"If vou should solve the mystery of its disappearance the
"Oh! Isn't that funny! A snake's head and neck. news.papers ,;,m call you the smartest boy in Wall Street."
What is .that stuff?"
"The boss calls me that already," laughed Dick. "Now

'
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mum is the word.

Don't breathe a whisper of

.Finally he mentioneJ a sum.
".All right," said tlw man. "W11C'n shall I call for it?"
the snake's tail back into the envelope.
~
'11 he ·clerk stated a date, and th en asked the customer his
"I'll be as silent as the Sphinx," replied Sadie demurely. name and address.
"That's right, and I'll let you into any new developments
Dick listened eagerly for his answer.
that may occur."
·
"Murphy Maguire, Rushmore Hotel."
Thus speaking, Dick walked a~ay.
Just then the clerk who was waiting on Dick came up
with a small package which he handed to him .
"Please sign your name to_ this blank, young man," he
said.
CHAPTEH V.
Dick placed his a11i:ograph on the . line intended for it
and put the package in his pocket.
DIOK MAKES A DISCOVERY OR 'l'WO.
By that time the man who had given his name as Murphy
"Dick," said Mr. Langley that af~ernoon about three Maguire had taken a ticket describing the ring made out
o'clock, "I want you to do an errard for me on your way by the clerk who attended to him, and was walking out of
home."
the store. ·
"All 1right, sir."
,
Dick followed him out and up the street as far as Eight" Take this note to the repai'r counter of Tiffany's. I left eenth Street.
Then permitting him to go on his way, the young messena ring there to be fixed. It is probably done by this time.
Take it up to my house and leave it there."
ger started down the side street to connect with an elevated
"Yes, sir."
train at the station on Sixth Avenue.
"You may go now and attend to it."
"Murphy Maguire, Rushmore Hotel," muttered the boy
• Accordingly Dick left the office and connected with a as he walked along. "I won't forget that. He's one of the
Broadway surface car, and in due time he landed at Tif- three I saw in the corridor two nights ago. He must be a
fany's.
swell guy, too, if he lives at the Rushmbre. Maybe ·that
Entering the store he inquired his way to the repair de- isn't his own name and address he gave, but that of the big
partment, and handed the note to one of the men behind man in the silk dicer who owtls the ring. He lookea prosthe counter.
'
perous enough to live at the Rushmore, or the WaldorfAstoria, for that matter. It doesn't seem reasonable to
The clerk read the note and went off to attend to it.
At that moment a well-dressed man with a smoothly connect such a gentleman with the missing box of bullion,
shaven face and wearing a derby hat came up to the counter. but you never can tell. He may be a new Raffles. At any
Another clerk stepped up to wait on him.
rate, it appears now beyond a dou:bt that it is his ring which
"I should like to have this ring repaired," he said. "It's io :figuring in the mystery, and I shall make it my b~usiness
an e:Kpensive one, as you can see. The tail of the snake is to give him all the attention I can spare."
Next morn~ng when J?ick left ~is office on his fi!·st errand
broken off, and I want a new one put on that will perfectly
he saw. the big man with th~ silk hat step out of one of
match the rest of the ring."
Dick was looking at some rings that were displayed in the elevators.
the showcase, and paid no attention to the newcomer until I As the gentleman passecl him Dick looked at the little
he heard his words: "The tail of the snake is broken off~"· finger of his left hand.
At that he looked up quickly and saw the newcomer hand
He had a ring on it, but it was not the snake ring.
Dick watched to see where he was going.
the clerk a blac~ enamel snake ring with a big, diamond
embedded in its head.
He entered one of the offices on that floor.
He saw that the tail of the snake was missing.
The boy waited until he enterec1 and then walked down
His heart gave a big bound.
'
the corridor and looked at the name on the door.
'l'hiB" must' be the ring of which he possessed the missing
"The National Pneumatic Tire Company," he read.
tail and the impression of the head and neck of the snake.
"This is the third time I've met him either in the buildIt would be too much of a coincidence to expect that in~ or coming from it inside of three days," thought Dick.
there were two rings of identically the same pattern', each "Is that his office, or is he.merely a visitor? I'll have ·to .
fin~ ?ut the name of the .person who rented the office for
of lhiCh had lost its tail about the same time.
lie glanced narrowly, at the man and recogmzed him the tire company."
as one of the men he had seen talking with the big gentleWhen he returned from his errand he asked the unim!l.n who wore the ring in t~e corridor near Mr. Langley's formed man in the corridor if he knew the gentleman who
office on the afternoon the missing box 0£ bullion was locked represented the National Pneumatic Tire Company on the '
up in the broker's safe.
fourth floor.
"He's a tall, fine-looking man with a silk hat," aclded
The boy's heart beat still quicker as he identified the man.
"The gentleman whG owns that ring has sent it by ·thi~ Dick.
man to be repaired," thought Dick. "Now, i£ I can only
"I don't know his name, but I know he's one of our new
learn his name and address."
tenants," was the reply.
~'How long has he been in the building?"
"We can do it," replied the clerk.
"How much will .it cost?" ·
"About a week or so."
'.The clerk turned the ring over and over, affording Dick
Dick made-no more inquiries th1m, but took an elevaan excellent view of it, while he figured on the price.
tor up.
1
wlrn L J have told 'you," he added, putting the putty anJ
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He walked in after him.
About noon he saw the agent of the building on the
The janitor's assistant knew him by sight as Langley's
street and stopped him.
"Who is the new tenant on our floor who represents the messenger, and asked him what he was doing around there
at that hour.
National Pneumatic Tire Company?" he asked.
"Oh, waiting f_or my boss to turn up," said Dick care"His name is Andrew Savage," replied the agent.
lessly, at the same time looking sharply around the room. .
"Thank you," replied Dick, and passed on.
"If the gentleman in the silk hat is really Andrew Sav- "'l'bis isn't a bad office. I s this a suite?" he added, look'
age, then I may conclude that the man who left the snake ing at a closed door.
office."
private
the
into
~s
lea
door
That
"Yes.
and
name
real
his
gave
repair~d
be
to
Tiffany's
at
ring
·
''Sol I'll just glance in;'' said the boy.
address. That being so, I've got two of the trio spotted."
B:e did, and saw that it was furnished with a desk, a
That afternoon Dick accidentally learned that a syndicate
had been formed to corner L. & M. stock, and having satis- good-sized safe, and other furniture.
"I wonder if the missing box of bullion is in that safe?"
fied himself that his tip was a good one he went to the little
\
of
shares
70
ordered
asked himself.
and
he
capital
his
bank, put up $700 o:f
It was a question he could find no answer to, of course.
the road bought for his account at 82.
Raving made a minute ·survey of the room, he shut the
Later on, while helping Mr. Langley on with his coat,
be asked him if there w~s anything new with rererence to d'oor1 and after pasiting a few unimportant remarks with
the man he walked out, took an elevator down and went
the missing box of bullion.
home.
the
what
know
don't
"Nothing," replied the broker. "I
detectives are doing, as I have had only one report from
the detective agency, and that merely reported progress. If
any headway has been made toward solving the mystery of
CHAPTER VI.
the disappearance ·of the box I haven't heard anything
about it." .
ANOTHER DISCOVERY.
"It is a very singular affair, fan't it, sir?"'
"Most singular."
"I suppose you heard about a similar case that happened
Sadie Stevens had an ardent admirer in the person o.f
I
in Chicago about a month ago?"
Paul Bender, the chief clerk of.t11e office, who expected to
"No, T did not. What was the case?"
fill the shoes of the cashier if that gentleman's position beDick told him the story he had overheard in the Sixth came vacant from any cause.
Avenue elevated car on the afternoon the box of bullion
Bender ·showed his liking for the fair stenographer in
was put in the safe.
many ways, bringing her flowers frequently and. sometimes
"The two mysterious safe robberies are astonishingly candy.
,
alike," replied the broker. "One would think that the same
These presents were invariably returned· to him by the
brains engineered both."
girl, who didn't like the chief clerk for a cent, and tried as
"Yes, sir. Looks kind o:f that way," replied Dick.
politely as she could to let him understand that his atten"Leaving aside the remarkable feature of that box get- tions were not agreeable to her.
ting out of my safe in the way it did, I cannot understand
Bender, however, did not lack assurance, and he wouldn't
how it could have been taken from the building unless the take the hint.
thief had a ccnfederate in one of the employees. I believe
On the morning following Dick's inspection of the office
the detectives are working on that supposition."
of the National Pneumatic Tire Company, he reached the
"Maybe it is still in the building."
office before Sadie arrived and laid a big bunch of violets
"The detectives have searched the building, barring, of on her table.
·
course, the offices of the tenants, and have found no sign
Dick, who had finished reading the market report ol. the
·
o:f it."
previous day's transactions, followed the stenographer to
"Maybe it will be found yet, sir," replied Dick, wonder- her den to have a few minutes' conversation with her before
ing if the office 'Of the National Pneumatic Tire Company she settled down. to work.
The moment she saw the violets on her desk she snatched
was searched whether it would lead to results.
"I hope so," replied the broker, wishing him good-night them up and handing them to Dick, said:
1
"Put those on Mr. Bender's desk. I do wish he'd stop
out of the· office.
an d waking
That afternoon Dick didn't go home when he got off, but bringing them to me. I don't want bis flowers, or anything
walked.down to the Battery and thence up South Street in·a else from him in the shape o:J: a present. I:f he had any
sense he would understand that ·I won't accept his offerlazy way.
His purpose was to kill time, for he had an object in view. ings."
"All right, Sad1e. I'll do as you say, but I guess he'll
He returned to the building a little after five and hung
around the corridor near the elevator, whence he had a be mad."
"Well, I can't help it if he is mad. Let him get glarl
view of.the office of the tire company.
About six o'clock the janitor's assistant appeared in that again," she replied as she hung her things in her closet.
So Dick carried the violets over to the chief clerk's dr.,k.
corridor.
"Miss Stevens told me to hand these back to you, Mr.
At half-past six be unlocked the door of the tire comBender," said the you1'.g messenger, laying the flowers down.
f
pany's offices and entered.
Bende1-, who was a smooth -faced young man of twentyThat was what Dick was waiting for.
I

I
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two, glared at Dick, but made no remark, and the boy returned to the stenographer'S' den.
A few minutes afterward the chief clerk came to 'Miss
Stevens with a bunch of work in his hand for her to copy.
"What are you doing here, Hall?" he growled, favoring
the messenger with a11 unpleasant look. "Get back on your
own dunghill and stay there till you're wanted."
. "I'll get back when I get readk'' replied Dick independently. "You haven't any authority to brder me about."
·"Don't address me in that fashion; I won't stand for it,"
returned Bender, who appeared to have a grouch on owing,
probably, to the return of the violets.
"Well, you know what you -can do," "answered Dick.
"I shall report your impudent conduct to Mr. Langley."
"Go on and report rt. "If Miss Stevens were to. report
the persistency with which you annoy her with your attentions, which she has no use for, you~ get a calling down
for it," said Dick.
,.....
"Will you get out of here, or will I have to kick you
out?" roared Bender.
" Seeing that-you have business with Miss -Stevens I'll
go, but it wouldn't be healthy for you to attempt to kick
me out," retorted the boy.
"No?" sneered the chief clerk. "Perhaps you think I
couldn't do it?"
" I wouldn't advise you to attempt 1it. Don't imagine
that you can ride roughshod over me because you're the
chief clerk."
"Dick," said Sadie, "I think you'd better go 011tside.
Mr. Bender, I'm ready to give you my attention."
"Some day that cha~and I will have a big scrap," routtered Dick, ·as he walked away; "and if I don't knock the
daylights out . of him it will be because he's a better man
than I take him for. I'm going to make him quit bothering
Sadie or there'll be something doing."
The market had taken a set-back the day before, and
lambs with bullieh tendencies signified their disapproval
by remaining away from the Street, consequently business
in the brokers' offices was somewhat quiet.
When ten o'clock came there 'were only a few customers in
Mr. Langley's office, an-d the prospects were that it would
be a slack day.
Mr. Langley came in late that morning, and the first
thing he did was to scribble off a note to a big operator,
with whom he had dealings, and send Dick out to deliver it.
On his return he saw Mr. Savage and the party whom he
recognized as Murphy Maguire, of the Rushmore Hotel, entering an elevator together.
They went up to the fourth floor and entered the office
. of the National Pneumatic Tire Company.
During the next three or four days Dick kept a sharp eye
on the tire company's office, but his vigilance was not rewarded to any great extent.
He saw the gentleman with the silk hat several times,
and Maguire but once.
'rhere was nothing the least suspicious about their actions, and Dick began to wonder if, after all, his newly
aroused detective instinct was .not leading him on a wildgoose chase.
But when he thought of the black enameled ring his
purpose of carrying out his plans was fortified anew.

'l'hat piece of putty and the tail of the snake ring were
too significant reminders that their owner must have had
some connection with the disappearance of the box of bullion, and the boy was determined to ferret the matter out,
even if it took him an indefinite time to do it.
He iwas sati~fied in his own mind that the l:lox was in the
building, even if its contents had been rifled, and he believed it was hidden in the office safe of the tire company.
He had an idea that the golden ingots were still in the
box, as it would be a risky matter for the thief to try and
dispose of them for the present, since every establishment
of any i.mportance that did business in such sttlff had been
notified to be on the lookout for the stolen gold.
Saturday evening Dick and a friend came down to see
a show at the Bijou Theater on Broadway.
· Dick treated to the tickets, and after the play his friend,
to even up things, suggested an oyster supper.
'rhey went into a Broadway restaurant near by and sat
down at a table.
Soon after they commenced their meal three persons entered the restaurant.
Dick happened to look up at the moment, and he was
surprised to recognize the trio as Andrew Savage, Murphy
Maguire and Paul Bender.
He was particularly astonished to see the la.tter in ·company with Savage and Maguire, and apparently on terms
of intimacy with them.
.
The chief clerk, who was dressed much better than heappeared at the office, did not notice Dick, and the young
messenger was very glad he didn't.
'l':µe three took the only unoccupied table, which was right
back of Dick.
'rhe boy heard them order a good supper from the bill of
fare, and then they began to talk and laugh together in a
jovial way.
They were evidently bent on making· a night of ,it, for
they arranged to go to a certain billiard saloon after they
finished their meal.
Dick listened as well as he could to what they said, but
he heard nothing of any iniportance.
·
However, he believed he had found out something that
might lead to Fesults, and that was the acquaintance that~
existed between Paul Bender and the two men he now suspected more than ever to be connected with the mysterious
theft of the box of bullion.
1
Dick and his friend finished their oyster supper and
walked out of the restaurant.
"Did you notice the three men who came in after us
and took the table behind where I sat?" asked Dick.
"Yes. Pretty tony chaps."
"Well, one of the three is chief clerk in the office where
I work."
"You don't say! Which one?"
"The youngest-looking. The one with the violet boutonnicre."
"He's quite a dude."
"Re's mashed on our stenographer."
"And is she--"
"Mashed on him? Not a bit of it. She doesn't like him
worth sour apples. Re's.been mal~ing her little prese~ts of
flowers and oandy, but she sends them back to him, which
ought to be a strong hint that they are unwelcome. He's
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one of those persistent chaps who won't take 'No' for an
answer, but one of these days he's liable to get a rude jolt
that will bring him to his senses."
Had Dick been alone he would have waited around for
the t;hree men to cqne out of the restaurant, and then have
followed them to the billiard saloon on the chance of learn! ing something from their talk.
Under the circumstances he had to give that idea up,
as he didn't want his friend to know that he was spying on
the men.
So the boys took an elevated train at Thirty-third Street
station and went ho:tne. '
The fact that Paul Bender appeared to be so thick with
Savage and Maguire struck Dick as a singular circumstance,
though if he had been asked to give any good reason why
he thought it singular be could not have done so.
He began to suspect the chief clerk as a factor in the
missing box of bullion, and believed he would bear watching.

CHAPTER VII.
THE JUAN !WHO WAS LOOKING FOR ANDREW SAVAGE.

-·

On the following Monday L. & M. took a suQ.den bound
of three points upward, and the bull traders at the Exchange, taking notice of the fact, helped the good work
1
along by buying it freely.
The result was it went up three points more during the
Session and closed at 88, which put Dick $400 ahead on the
deal.
Next day the trading in it continued lively, and it advanced to 90 by twelve o'clock.
'J:'.he entire market took an upward move at the same time,
and outside speculators began making their appearance in
the Street in growing numbers. ·
Betwe~ his office duties and the interest he had in his
speculation, Dick had little time to think about the missing
box of bullion.
Still, he did not' forget it altogether.
Since he had learned that Paul Bender was chummy with
Savage and Maguire he became more sanguine of getting on
to a clue that might enable him to solve the mystery.
He realized that he had a difficult proposition to grapple
with, but that fact added zest to his efforts.
Mr. Langley, :finding that the detectives were making
little apparent progress toward the recovery of the box,
offered a reward of $2,500 to stimulate them.
This he subsequently raised to $5,000, and had it announced in the newspapers.
On Wednesday morning business was booming in great
shape at the Exchange when Dick carried a message there
to Mr. Langley about half-past eleven.
While waiting at the rail for a chance to deliver it, he
noticed a sudden rush of traders toward the L. & M.
standard.
The meaning of this was soon apparent.
A well-knovn broker had come on the floor and was bidding for the stock at rising figures.
Many traders wllo had purchased the stock the day before
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at prices ranging from 86 to 9.0, hastened to sell out at 92
and over.
The trader, having gathered in quite a bunch of stock,
gave way to a second broker, who continued the bidding.
Dick became quite excited as he saw the price rapidly
advancing to par.
It was up to 95 when he left the Exchange after delivering his note.
It was recorded at 96 on the tape when he got back to
the office.
He was only in the office five minutes when the cashier
sent him out again; this time to the office of a broker on
Exchange Place.
The broker not being in; he left his note mith the cashier.
There was no answer, so he started back.
Reaching the sidewalk, he saw a crowd gathering about
a man who was gripped by the arm by a well-dressed,
pompous-looking gentleman whom Dick recognized as a
prominent broker.
As Dick joined the crowd he thought he saw the prisoner
pass something to a man behind him, who immediately detached himself from the crowd and began to saunter up
Exchange Place with his hands in his pockets.
· He stopped at the corner 0£ New Street and looked back,
then disappeared up that narrow thoroughfare.
Dick had taken a good look at him, and felt that he would
know him again.
The young messenger soon learned that the broker accused the prisoner of 'pinching his wallet, containing a considerable sum Qf money.
"I didn't take your pocketbook !" protested the prisoner
in a tone of virtuous indignation.
"Search him!" suggested somebody in the crow·d.
"Hold him, gentlemen, and I'll do it," said the broker.
The" prisoner offered no objection, and the broker examined all his pockets, without result.
"You see," the prisoner said triumphantly, "I haven't
got your property."
"I see you haven't, but I'm sure you took it."
"If I had taken it you would have found _it on me,
wouldn't you?"
"Maybe he dropped it when you nabbed him?" suggested
a spectator.
\ "Move back, gentlemen, and let me see if it's on the
ground,'' said the broker.
The crowd fell back and left a space open around the
trader and the accused.
There was no sign of the pocketbook anywhere.
At that moment a Wall Street detective came up and
asked what was the trouble.·
The case was explainea to him, and the officer looked
hard at the prisoner.
He did not recognize him as a professional criminal, but
tpat did not persuade him that he was not a strange crook
who had come to town.
He knew that the New York fraternity would hardly
dare venture down into Wall Street, lest arrest follow for
being found below the "dead line."
'
Only crooks who had gooQ. reason to believe that their
:faces were not known to detectives always prowling around
the :financial district would take the chance.
'
The fact that the wallet had not been found on the pris-
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oner was no assurance in the officer's eyes that the man had · "When you found you had 1C10t his addre~s why didn't
not pinc~ed it and passed it to a pal in the crowd, for pick- you look in the city directory?" .
"I did, but his name isn't in it."
pockets generally traveled in pairs, especially as the broker
"That's singular, if he's been in Wall Street any time."
was sure the man was guilty.
"He's only had the agency a short time-not over a
"If you wish to push the charge against this man I'll
month or two."
take him to the station house," said the detective.
"Ohl No doubt that accounts for it. Well, you come
"I'm afraid it would amount to nothing, as he hasn't got
with me and I will see if I can locate Mr. Savage for you.
the pocketbook in his possession," said the broker.
"I suspect that he passed it over to a confederate," re- If he will vouch for you, why, that will let you out Df your
scrape. I will call at your office later on, Mr. Bulwer,"
plied the detective.
said the detective, who then topk the man of'flwith him.
give
I'd
did.
he
that
·"There is no evidence to show
The broker nodded, walked away, and the crowd broke up,
$1,000 for the return of that wallet, for it contains important papers, much more valuable to me than the money that most of the spectators believing that the stranger had been
held up by mistake.
is in it."
Dick had been an h1terested looker on, and had quite
"Look here, my friend/' said the officer to the accused,
"what is your name, and what business brought you to Wall forgotten the little bit of by-play he thought he had seen
take place between the accused and another man who
Street?"
"My name is John Day, and I came down to call on a crowded close up behind him and then suddenly made his
gentleman who has an office in Wall Street," replied the way out of the crowd as if the proceedings had no interest
man coolly. "I walked up to this gentleman, who claims for him.
When he heard the man tell the detectiv~ that he had
to have been robbed by me, to ask him if he could direct me
to the building where Mr. Andrew Savage has his office, come to t4e neighborhood to see Andrew Savage, he resomewhere in Wall Street. As 1 laid my hand on his arm garded him with fresh interest.
As the officer and the accused walked down Exchange
to attract -his attention, he suddenly wheeled around, felt
in his pocket and then grabbed me. He accused me of steal- Place toward Broad Street to hunt up Mr. Savage's office,
ing his wallet, and I was so astonished that I couldn't say Dick followed, as it was right on his way.
Knowing, as he did, that Savage's office was in the same
a word till a crowd began to gather. That's the whole
bui1ding, and on the same floor with his own, he stepped up
story."
"How does this man's explanation jibe with yours, Mr. to the detective and said:
"I heard this man say he was looking for Andrew SavBulwer ?" asked the offioer.
" I was standing in the doorway of that building when age, agent of the National Pneumatic Tire Company, and as
I felt a tug at,my poeket. I turned quickly and foilnd this that gentleman's office is in the building where I am emman standing within a foot of it. Clapping my hand to my ployed I'll give you the address."
Thereupon he told the name of the building on ahead.
pocket I found my wallet was gone. As there was not an"It's funny that this man who is looking for Mr . .Savage
other person close enough to have taken it, I seized this
man and accused him of the theft. He :firat made an effort should be accused of stealing a wallet from Broker Bulwer's
to get away, and finding that I had a firm grasp on him he pocket," thought Dii;k, as he walked up toward Wall Street.
began to deny that he was guilty. A crowd gathered. I "He may be a crook and connected in some way with Savasked somebody to get a policeman. Then somebody sug- age, who I suspect had a great deal to. do with the disapgested that the prisoner be searched to prove whether he pearance of the box of bullion. I could almost swear I
. wa:s a. thief or not. I adopted the suggestion and searched saw him pass something to that man who . stood behind
him in the crowd. As I'm not sure of it, why, I didn't care
him, without result. Then you came up."
"You are sure you had your wallet in that pocket at the to mention the circumstance to th~ detective, since if the
, man really is innocent I would be doing him an injustice." {
'
time?" '
Dick had reached his office building .by this time, and
"I felt it th ere when I came down in the elevator a few
entering, took an elevator for the fourth floor.
minutes before."
"Did you pass any one between the elevator and the
door?" '
"Several."
CHAPTER VIII.
"One of them might have pinched your pocketbook," said
the prisoner.
· As there was a possibility that the accused might be right, IN WHICH DICK DISTINGUISHES HIMSELF AND MAKES A
CONSIDERABLE ADDITION TO HIS CAPITAL.
the detective began to waver some. ,_,
"Well, my man, you say you came down here to see a
man named Andrew Savage, who has an office in Wall
Fifteen minutes later Dick was sent out .again, this time
Street. Have you the number of the building?"
with a note to a stationer and printer on Nassau Street.
"I lost it."
He was feeling uncommonly good over the prospect of
"What business is Mr. Savage in?"
making a goo~ haul in L. & M.
"He's agent for the National Pneumatic Tire Company,
Just before he left the office he looked at the tape and
of Canton, Ohio."
•
saw that the stock was now up to. 97.
"Does Mr. Savage know, you personally?"
"It's mounting fast. There seems to be no doubt that
.,
"He d.oes."
it will go several points above par. The question I've got
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to decide is .at what figure shall I sell ( If I sold. now I a blind to give him a footing in Wall Street. Oi course
could clear a thousand dollars. That's a big profit. I've if he's a crook, Murphy Maguire is one, too. As for Paul
a great mind to cash in on my way back to the office. I Bender, I guess they're using him for a purpose. It is
s,hall pass the bank. A bird in the hand is worth two in the hardly likely he's in with them, for he's got a good job at
bush" especially in Wall Street, where you never can tell our office, and it would: simply be an act..()£ suicide on his
, ~ just what may happen from one minute to another. Yes, I part to jeopardize his future for temporary gain, with every
chance of being caught, which would be his ruin: Well, I've
· guess I'd better sell and make sure 0£ the thousand."
Dick executed his errand and then started back for the an idea I'm getting right on the heels of the box 0£ bullion
little bank.
.
mystery, and if I succeed in unraveling lt I'll bet my boss
At the corner of Cedar Street he stopped in .a doorway will get the surprise of his life, and the detectives will have
to take their hats off to me. That. would please me to death.
t o adjust the lace of one of his shoes.
Just around the corner, out of sight, but within ears.hot Then the newspapers would give me a big send-ofi; as an
amateur detective. I dare say the editors of one of the •
of the boy, two men had come t.ogether.
One of them was th e man who had been accused by Bro- Sunday editions would pay me $100 for the story of the
ker Bulwer of taking his wallet, but whose respectability case. Then I'd get the reward that the boss has offered for
had been vouched for by Andrew .Savage when the detective the return of the box of bullion. That would fix me well
finally, bet you life. I would be able to lend my governor
took him to that gentleman's office.
The other was the man to whom Dick thought he had money enough to- start in business for himse1£ i£ he wanted ,
seen him pass something.
to. The prospect is fine, if it isn't too good to be true.
" That was a close call I had," he said, with a laugh. "If However, I must nail these two crooks with that pocketbook
you hadn't helped me out at the right moment I'd .have somehow. Maybe I'll get $100 from Broker Bulwer for the
been caught wit.h the goods on, and that would have settled return of his papers and the money, too."
my hash. I t old the det ective that my name was John Day,
Thus Dick runiinated as he followed Cole and his comand that I was looking for Savage. I pretended I had lost panion down Cedar Street to William, and spotted the
his address to account for me being in Exchange Place in- saloon they entered.
stead of Wall Street. 'l'he old duffer was-sure I had pinched
"Oh, for a cop now to run them .in!" muttered Dick,
his wallet, but there wa · no evidence against me, so he didn't looking around for a policeman, but there wasn't one in
give me in charge. 'J'h(' cfotective, however, was suspicious sight. "That's the way it is when you want an officer,
of me 11.Iltil we calJed on Savag~, and Andy assured his they're somewhere else. I wish I was big enough to arrest
giblets that I was thorou§!hl:v respectable, so he let me go. them myself, I'd take a chance on it."
.
Thaf s a good one on th e Wall Street sleuth-taking Andy's
He looked in thwq.gh the swinging door of the saloon and
word for me. If he on l ~· knew who Andy really is. Upon saw the crooks standing at the bar drinking.
my word, it makes me laugh to think how easily Andy fools
"They're going to divide their plunder there. Of course
'em all with his bold front , gold watch chain, diamond ring, they'll go into the washroom, or sit down at a back table
silk dicer, and all that. Why, yo11'd th ink he was president to do it. I wonder if I could play a march on them someof a big bank."
how. It will take nerve, but I guess I've got plenty of
"He's one 0£ the cleverest chaps in the business. He that. If I could snatch that waHet out of the hands ?f the
fooled ' em in Chicago to beat the band, and he's doin' it chap who has it when he brings it out they'd never get it
over again here."
back again. But I reckon there'd be a hot time over the ·
"Well, never mind Andy. Did you look into the pocket- trick, and I'd be sure to lose the satisfaction of getting
book?"
them pinched. However,· it's the pocketbook I want most
"I did."
1
\
of all, and I'm going to have a try for it."
"What was in it?"
Thus speaking, Dick entered the saloon and walked to"Ten $100 bills and a lot of papers."
ward the rear where the door of the washroom was.
"The old duffer values the papers more than the money.". He slipped inside just as the crooks left the bar and fol" Did he say so?"
lowed.
"He did. Said he'd give $1,000 for their return."
Dick, as soon as he saw them coming, got out 0£ sight
"We must make the money then, Cole."
behind
one of the light swinging doqrs of the room and
"How can. we?"
waited.
"He's sure to advertise for the documents, and we can
The two rascals came in and looked around.
get somebody to return the 'waJlet with the papers, which
Finding the room apparently untenanted, Cole's companare no use to us, and tell him that he found it in the gut~r
whose name was Duffy, produced. the wallet from his
ion,
around on New Street."
pqcket
and started to open it.
"That ain't a bad idea. Come down on William Street
was within two feet of him. at the moment.
Dick
and we'll divide the bills and figure out w~o. we'll get to
Swinging
the door suddenly open, it struck Cole in the
return the papers if they're advertised for," said Cole.
body.
face
and
The men started down Cedar Street, and Dick, who had
The rascal uttered an irµprecation, while Duffy started
listened to every word they said, followed after them.
"Gee! But I've made a big discovery, which only proves back in surprise.
Before either recovered Dick snatched the wallet from
I've been on the right scent from the first. Andrew Savage
is a big Western crook in disgui se, therefore J:is posing as Duffy's hands and made a dash for the saloon,
The rascals were right on his heels.
agent for the National Pneumatic Tire Company iS simply
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"Stop that young thief! " roared Cole. "He's stolen my
pocketbook I"
·
Dick crossed the saloon like a shot, and, il1e way being
clear, he reached the door and passed through before the
barkeeper and the dozen-odd customers woke up to the fact
that something had happened.
Dashing through the crowd of pedestrians on the sidewalk, Dick ran down William toward Wall Street like an
antelope. .
Cole and Duffy followed him, taking to the middle of
the street, but, for reasons, they did not consider it prudent
to shout.
Their' purpose was to recover the wallet, if they could,
without the intervention of the police.
Dick was fleeter of foot than they were, and rapidly outdistanced them in the race.
Half the people turned to look at the runners, but as
they didn't understand what was going on, the incide;it possessed but momentary interest for them.
Dick reached Pine Street and darted up it toward the
entrance of his office building.
'
The crooks followed him un,til they saw him disappear
into the .entrance, and then they gave up the pursuit, for
they knew they hadn't a chance in a thousand of catching
·
'
'
him now.
Besides having lost . sight of him, they knew they would
not be able to recognize the boy if they saw him again, for
they had not caught a view of his features.
All they knew was that he was well dressed, and they
naturally believed he was some expert young crook, so deftly
had Dick done them up.
As for Dick, he hurried to the elevator and was soon
in the office.
"Seems to me you've been a long time on that errand I
sent you to the printer's," said the cashier, with a hard
look at the boy, who he was sure had loitered on the way.
"What have you been doing?"
Dick was about to explain matters, when it occurred to
him that he had better not, for Paul Bender was likely to
hear what he said, and through him it might reach the ears
of Andrew Savage.
Savage would probably learn from Cole and his companion how they had been done out of their prize by a
boy, and if he knew Dick, on the same floor with' himself,
had pulled off the ·trick, he would put the two crooks on to
him, and they were likely to try and get back atJµm out of
revenge.
In any event, he :figured that it would interfere with his
scheme of probing the mystery of the missing box of bullion if he became an object of interest to Savage and his
associates.
The success of his project depended on his remaining an
apparently unimportant personage in the drama.
So, in answer to the cashier's question, he replied that he
had been engaged on a little private business of his own.
"You have plenty of time after your office hours to attend to your private affairs," answered the cashier tartly.
'iRemember, you are paid to attend to Mr. Langley's business and not your own."
"Yes, sir; it won't happen again," replied Dick.
"I hope not. Here, take this note to Broker Grayson, in

the Mills Building. If he isn't there but at the Exchange,
go there and deliver it:' Hurry back."
•
Dick rushed out and was presently scurrying down Broad
Skeet
'
·
He knew that Broker Bulwer's office was in the Mills
Building, eo he determin ed t o drop in at his office and
return him the stolen wall et with a hasty explanation.
Although he had heard the broker say that he would
willingly pay $1,000 for the return of his papers alone, he
did not expect-to receive any such sum for fet ching back the
wallet with both the money and the papers.
He thought he might get $100, but that was the limit of_
his expectations.
He found the broker, he had been sent to in his office, and
handed him the note.
"There is no answer," said the trader, after reading it.
"All right, sir," replied Dick, making a hasty exit.
He then went to Mr. Bulwer's office on the floor below.
That gentleman happened to be in and disengaged.
"Can I see ,Mr. Bulwer," he asked.
"Who are you from ?"
"My business is private and important. Tell him that."
He was admitted to the private room.
"Well, young man, what is the private and important
business that brought you here?"
"Your stolen pocketbook."
"Eh? My pocketbook! What do you know about it?"
asked the broker in surprise.
"I know a whole Int. I'll introduce myself :first. My
name is Dick Hall, and 1 am employed as messenger by
Broker Lan gley, of No. - Wall Street. I was present when
you nabbed the man who stole it."
· "You mean th e man I thought stole it. It was not found
on him, and th e det ecti ve afterward called here and told
me that the party had been vouched ior as an honest and
resnectable man bv a Mr. Savage who is agent for a pneumatic tire compa~y."
"Nevertheless the man is a crook and· stole your wallet,"
replied Dick. "Let me tell you how I know this to be true,
and how I succeeded in recovering your property~"
"Did yon recover it?" asked the broker eagerly.
·
"I did, and there it is. , Examine it and see if it is--Rll
right."
Mr. Bulwer went through his wallet and declared nothing
was missing.
,
Dick then told his story from start to finish in as few
words as possible.
"Upon my word, young man, you are a wonder," said the
broker when Dick had :finished. "You deserve evary cent of
the reward I intended to offer for the return of the papers
.
I
alone, and that is $1,000."
"I don't look for any such recompense as that, ~ir. If
you want to give me $100 I'll--"
"Young man, I propose t o stick to my offer. Here, take
these ten bills, and with them my sincere thanks."
"Really, Mr. Bulwer, this is more than I deserve," protested Dick.
"Not a bit of l.t. I insist on you accepting the money."
"All right, sir. I am very much obliged to you."
"You are welcome. I shall tell everybody wha't a smart
boy you are."
"~r. Bulwer, I want you to do me a great favor."

i
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"What is it?"
"I don't want you to tell any one about what I have
done for you.')
"Why not?"
"The news would surely get all over the Street, and my
name would get into tlie papers. Now, I ' d rather you'd
keep the $1,000 and not say anything about the matter
than give me the money and then spread the news."
"You are a modest lad, I must say. Well, 1I promise you
I won't say a word about the wallet in any way. I will
simply let the thing drop. I've got the papers, and that's
all I care about."
"Thank you, sir. I will now say good-by."
"Good-by, Hall. Come in and see m~ some time. I'll
be glad to have you call any time."
Dick said he would, and then took his departure.
When he reached the office he saw by the ticker that
L. & M. was going at 103 7-8.
"I wish I could get to the bank and sell out my 7.0
shares," he said to himself. "I see $1,500 in sight, and.
that's .more than I expected to make. If a slump should
come on before I cash in I might lose every cent of it."
At half-past two the cashier sent him to the Exchange
with a note for Mr: Langley.
After delivering it h~ determined, at the risk of another
run-in with th e cashier, to run up to the bank and give in
his selling order.
He did so, and the margin clerk assured hi!n that his
stock would be sold right away at the market price, which
'
then was 104 1-8.
So when Dick got back to the office he figured up that
he would make $1,500 out of his latest deal, which, with
his previous capital, and the $1,000 he had just received
from Mr. Bulwer, would make him worth $3,250.

CHAPTER IX.
THE GAMBLING HOUSE.

"This has been a great day for me, Sadie," said Dick to
the .stenographer as he stopped in at her den when his quitting time had come.
"Has it? What has happened of so much importance?"
she asked curiously.
"In the :first place, I've made $2,500."
"You did? Come, now, you're joking."
"Never more serious in my life."
"Why, how could you make so much as that? Surely not
out of the market 'With vour little capital."
"I made $1,500 out of the market on J..1. & M., which has
~
been booming since morning."
"Ob, that is the new deal you told me about the other
day? The one you had a tip about a syndicate that had
·
been formed to corner it."
"That's right."
"You're the luckiest boy in the world to get hold of such
a pointer."
"That's etraight goods, too."
"You l"ay you made $1,500 out of it?"
"Nothing surer, girlie. I had 70 shares, which I bought

at 82, and sold at a fraction above 104. I calculate that the
fraction will pay most of the commission and interest
charges. Twenty-two times seventy is fifteen-f.orty. Call
it $1,500 even and you have it in a nutshell."
"Well, if you aren't the smartest- - "
"Hold on, no bouquets, please!"
"I think you're entitled to a whole conservatory of flowers. Well, how did you acquire the other $1,000? I think
you said you made $2,500."
"I did, but it's a long story and will have to keep. In
a few words it amounts to this: A gentleman lost a pocketbook, I recovered it, and he paid me $1,000 reward."
. "Dick, you roust have been born lucky!" cried the girl.
"Surest tll.ing you know, Sadie; but my greatest piece of
luck is to come."
"What is that?"
odds in
"When I marry yoU:-the sweetest thing by
Wall Street, or anywhete else," chuckled the boy.
"What nonsense !" cried the girl, blushing deeply:
"Nonsense! If you don't take me for your liege lord
and master some day I'll go down to the Battery and jump
into the bay. Then my ghost shall haunt you as long as
you live."
"Is that all you've got to say?"
·"N-0, I've something else. I've made considerable progress toward discovering the mystery of the missing box of
bullion."
"You have!"
"I have. If the police knew what I know there would
be a sensatio}l in to~morrow morning's papers. But I'm not
giving out any info1·rnation to the police that I can use myself. 'l'here are three deteatives on the job, I understand.
If they're not smart enough to discover who took that box,
and how it got out of this office, let them go bag their
heads. This kid isn't going to help them."
"You ain't?"
"No."
."So you've discovered--"
"Several things. I know the man who owns the ring
whose_tail and the impression of the head and neck are in
my possession. I know he's a big crook, although he is
masquerading as a Wall Street Raffles. I know where his
office is, .a nd I believe the missing box of bullion is in bis
safe, untouched, too, for it would be too rio.ky £or him to try
to turn it into money yet. I ale'o know that he has a friend
-now don't scream out-in this office."
"Why, Dick, you can't mean that!" cried the astonished
gi;rl.
"I do mean it. I'm n ot going to tell you his name yet,
for I clon't know if this chap is his accomplice or not. It
is quite possible that he does not ,know that this Raffies is
a crook, in which case it is merely his misfortune and not
his fault that he is at;quainted with the rascal."
"How did you find all these things out, Dick? Are you
sure that you aren't making a mistake that'll get you into
trouble?"
"Don't you worry about me malting a mistake, Sadie,"
replied Dick c<mfi.dently. "Be sure you're right, then go
ahead, said Davy Crockett, and that's my motto. I am right
and I'm going right ahead, only I'm working slow to make
sure that I don't slip up."

all
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"\\Tell, you"re a most extraordi nary I.Joy," said Sadie, re- l see no reason why I haven't a good chance to win out.
garding Dick with admiration. · .
At any rate, it's a whole lot better than going it blind."
"No, there's nothing extraordinary about me. I'm just
On the Saturday night following his latest ~tock deal
lucky, that's all. Now, remember, not a whisper of what Dick came down alone to see <1 popular play at one of the
I've told you. You're the only one I'm trusting my secrets Forty-second Street theatres.
to, so I hope you appreciate the honor. Even my folks
At the close of the show he started for the Sixth Avenue
don't know about my stock speculations."
elevated station a few blocks away.
"You know you can depend on me."
He hadn't gone very far before he saw Andrew Savage,
"If I didn't think so you wouldn't have heard a word Murphy Maguire and Paul Bender ahead, sauntering along
from me."
'
•
at a leisurely pace.
. "If you find that missing box of bullion you'll be en"Bender is certainly thick with those chaps," thought the
titled to the reward that Mr. Langley has offered. Then
1
boy, as the trio turned into a gilded cafe.
you'd be a rich boy."
,
Dick looked in and saw them walk to the end of the bar"That will suit you first rate, won't it?"
roon:i and disappear tl~rough a door marked "Private."
"WJiy, yes; I'd rather see you get it than anybody else."
The young messenger-sleuth considered a moment and
"Of course you would. You want your future husband to
then followed them.
be well off."
Opening the door, he found himself in a narrow corridor,
"Run a]ong now, you foolish boy,;r replied Sadie, turning
with a flight of stairs at one side, elegantly carpeted.
away with a blushing face.
He ascended the stairs and came to a door, in white and
, "So long, then. I'll see you to-morrow."
gilt.
,
Two days later Dick received his check from the little
He
turned the knob, but the door was fast.
bank, and when he looked at hjs little roll of over $3,000
"I guess this is as far as I get," he thought.
he felt that he was something of a capitalist.
Just then two sprucely dressed young men came upHe rented a box ' in a . near-by safe deposit vault and
stairs.
placed his money in it.
"Did you ring?" asked one of them.
He knew it would be safe there, and handy to get at
"No," replied Dick, not knowing what he meant.
when he needed it.
That day he saw Andrew Savage on the street, and he , ·The speaker put his finger on an electric push-buttonJ and
noticed that he had his snake ring on his finger once more. the tinkle of a bell followed.
A panel in the ,,door slipped noiselessly back,· and Dick
It was -µow in perfect condition, and no one to look at
saw aaman's face behind a wire screen.
it would have suppoRed it had suffered any mutilation.
Dick wondered what other game Savage wa.s working in ' Presently the door swung open and the two young men
entered.
the district.·
.
A man of his presumed genius at crooked work would
Dick followed after them, close at their heels.
\
not long remain idle.
No opposition was made to his entrance.
Every time the young messenger passed along the corFron:Mhe looks of the elegantly furnished corridor along
ridor and looked at the door of the "National Pneumatic which the young men were walking, 'taken in connection
Tire Company," he wondered what. his next move would with the sliding panel, Dick believed that he had been adbe toward solving the mystery of the missing box of bullion. mitted to a gamblin'g resort.
Day after day passed, and he was at a standstill.
As he didn't doubt but the man on guard believed he
Several times he was on the poipt of taking the Wall accompanied the two young chaps, who were evidently
Street detective, who was still on the case, into his confi- known there, Dick thought it prudent to follow them until
dence and dividing the honors with him; hut he always out of sight of the guard, who was a strapping colored man,
hesitated, becauS'e he was ambitious to work the matter-out dressed in evening suit.
himself.
They went straight to a small room, wher8'they gave&their
He never went home early now, but hung around the hats and coats to an attendant.
Dick did likewise, receiving a small numbered silvercorri9or to see if anything would happen that would give
him the wished-for opening; but nothing did.
phlted check.
He saw Murphy Maguire go into the tire company's
The young men lighted cigarettes and offered Dick one.
office several times, and he also recognized Cole and bis
He took it, but did not attempt to smoke it beyond taking
associate visit the room.
a puff or two when one of the chaps offered him a light.
He never saw anybody else go there-not even Paul
When they walked toward a green baize door at the end
Bender, rrom which he came to the conclusion that Bender of the corridor Dick went along with them.
•
was not in with the Savage gang.
Pushing open the door, which swung both ways. at the 4
. In this way three weeks slipped by, and Dick learned of lightest touch, the three entered a fair-sized, handsomely
another stock that was being cornered by a pool of big furnished room.
·
operators.
There was an oblong table in the center, surrounded byt
It was S. & T., and was then ruling at 71.
a crowd of men, mostly in evening dress.
Dick got his money out of his safe deposit box and bought
There was a game going on at the table.
300 shares on the usual margin.
A black-eyed man, with a long, drooping, black mustache,
"H my usual luck holds out. I ought to make a big haul sat at 'the head of the table, and seemed to be the moving
this time," he told himself. "As this is another good tip spirit.
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"Make your game, gentlemen," Dick )teard him: say in
an impassive tone, "make your game."
'l'here was a movement among those surrounding the
.table--a part of whom were seated while a second row
stood behind their chairs, and also took. part in the pro1
·
ceedings.
The smoke from a score. of cigars rose lazily into the air
and floated ceilingward, and out of the ventilators at the
tops of the windows, before which thick shades were tightly
drawn.
A hum of low conversation, mingled with an occasional
ejaculation, pervaded the. apartment.
A roulette wheel stood in a corner in charge of an attendant, and toward this Dick's companions went after a
careless glance at the crowd about the long table.
Dick ~id not follow them, but stood looking with entranced curiosity at the scene around him.
And well he might, for this was his first visit to a gambling house.

CHAPTER X.
MORE DISCOVERIES.

No one took any notice of him, but lest one of the attaches· might regard him with some suspicion, which might
lead to his being summarily ejected, Dick 'joined the crowd
about the table.
He soon saw that Savage, Maguire and Bender had taken
a hand in the game.
He watched them furtively and saw that their luck
varied.
Nearly an hour passed away, and Dick guessed he was not
likely to gain anything by remaining at the gambling house.
r
He decided to leave.
Starting toward the green baize door, somebody grabbed
him by the arm.
Turning, he saw it was one of the ·young fellows wlro
had unconsciously paved the way for him to get in there.
"Come and have a little refreshment," said the young
man, who looked as if he was a member of some swell
family.
Dick allowed himself to be led into an adjoinin.g room
wherer there was a sideboard with glasse!'I and cut-glass decanters containing various liquors.
There was also a table covered with a shiny tablecloth on
which there was cold meat in plenty, raw oysters, pickled
clams, pates, and a dozen other articles of food that looked
quite tempting.
A rr+an in a white jacket ancl cook's cap was in charge,
and he handed out whatever a patron of the establishmenf
'
fancied.
A smooth-faced young ma.n in white jacket served out
anything in the drinking line called for.
Everything was free, and you could eat and drink as
much or as little as you wanted to.
Boxes of good cigars also stood around, nnd Vif'itors were
expected to help themselves.
Dick's companion called fo1· an oyster pate, and Dick
said he'd take one, too.

A roast beef sandwich followed, and then the young fellow asked Dick what he'd drink.
"I'll take a soda," replied the young messenger.
Dick had just finished it when on looking toward the'
door he was disturbed to see Sa vagc, 1\I aguire an cl Beucler ..
file into the room.
He wouldn't have minded the :first two, but he knew
Bender would recognize him and want to lmow how he got
in there.
Excusing hin1Self hastily to his companion, Dick hurried
to a door that he thought· led into the entrance corridor,
instead of which it took him into a small, well-lighted
passage.
There were numerous doors here, and Dick opened the
first he came to.
·It led into a small room furnished with a handrnrnc
round table ancl several chairs, with t~nlighted elect ri c
bulbs.
Shutting the door, he was about to try the next when he
heard conversation behind it, and that told him the roo:n
was occupied.
In fact, the only room that appeared to• be unoccupied
was the one he had looked into.
Looking back1into the refreshment room he saw Savage,
Maguire and Bender drinking at the sideboard.
Hoping they would return to the main room, h~ waited.
Instead of doing that they suddenly came toward the
door he was peering through.
"Good gracious! Bender will see me, sure. How can I
l
e:et out.of here?"
Adjoining the room he had looked into was a door, a
narrow one which he had overlooked .
As Dick glanced around in perplexity he saw this door.
Opening it, he looked in.
He saw it was a closet, containing divers articles, such
as brooms, mops, etc.
"l can hide here for a moment or two," he muttered.
He sprang in and shut the door, just as the three ·men
entered the passage.
A moment later he heard them enter the room adjoining.
Savage turned on the electric light, while Maguire closed
the door.
A gleam of light shot through a small opening in the
connecting w~ll of the closet.
Dick put his eye to it and saw the three men plainly as
they seated themselves around t he table.
Their talk also reached his ears quite distinctly.
Savage took a pack of cards out of a receptacle under the
'
table; also a bone or ivory counting-board.
It was clear that the trio were going to indulge in a
private game among themselves.
"It's two months now since we copped that box of bullion," said Savage, as he sta.rted to deal out the cards, "and
as funds are getting a bit low, owing t o the losses that
Maguire and I have met with in this establishment, I
think it is high time that we began thinking of turning
those golden ingots into current casl\."
At those words Dick's heart gave a great boun d.
I
r.rhe scent he was on was getting hot.
Not only th at, but he now perce1ved that Bender was
hand-in-glove with the two crooks.
" H's too soon," replied Bender. " Langley has notified
u
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all the assay offices 'and other places that receive bullion apparently in the office cif the National Pn~:mmatic Tire
Company's office, locked up, no doubt, in the safe. Now it
to be on the lookout for the stolen ingots."
"Suppose he has. I propose to get that box away from looks to me as ii my ne:i..L move shoulJ be to lay all the
its present quarters as soon as I can, maybe next week, if facts bE\fore Mr. Langley. In that case he'll call in his
circumstances favor it. I've hired a house out in New detective and have him finish the job. That will rob me
J ersey where I propose to melt that stuff up into a different o~ half the credit. If it sho"Nld turn out that the box is not
shape altogether, and then ship it out West. There we'll in Savage's safe, but hidden somewhere else in the building, the efforts of the detective may queer the whole busihave no trouble in disposing of it."
"I don't see how you ·can get it out of the building with- ness, for the only evidence against these crooks is my unsupported word as matters stand. Though it is true that I
cut being detected ..,,
can produce the tail of the snake ring, and prove by Tif:figuring·
been
I've
~ay.
a
"Leave that to me. I'll find
fany's clerk that the missing tail was replaced by that esori that some time, for I knew it had to be \lone."
" You.can't do it after the building is shut up, and before tablishment for Murphy Maguire, acting for Andrew Savage. No, I think I'll wait a while before telling Mr.
that there will be the attaches to look out for."
"Don't worry, Bender. I ha1ven't failed in anything I've Langley. Maybe I'll think of some way of finishing the
r
work myself without the aid of the detective."
undertaken yet, and I don't expect to slip up this trip."
When Dick reached the office Monday morning he did not
"How about the detectives who are on the case ? Langley has a special man from the Wall Street agency, and he confide the fresh facts he had obtained to Sadie.
He figured that matters were nearing a climax, and he
is continually on the watch around the building. In fact,
w~uld say nothing more until he had brought the job to a
I heard that he is dressed as an employee."
"I've got him spotted. The other sleuths have been successful issue.
When he left the office on Monday afternoon Savage came
'
withdrawn."
out of his office, locked up, and went down in the elevator
"Sure of that, are you?"
"Positive. Maguire can · tell you that. He's hand-and- with him.
Savage went toward Broadway, and Dick, being bound
glove with several Central Office men, and keeps me posted."
The men .then branched off on to other subjects, and in the same direction, followed after him.
The crook crossed Broadway and went up on the other
Dick continued to listen, hoping they would say something
more about their plans concerning the box of bullion, but side as far as Cortlandt Street, turning down that thoroughfare.
/
they didn't.
Dick kept a short distaD.ce behind him.
· At length the hoy decided that it was useless to remain
He thought Savage intended to take a Sixth Avenue
longer in the closet.
He judged that it was after midnight a good bit by this train uptown.
Instead of mounting the stairs of 'the station he crossed
time.
The cafe was of course closed long since, and he won- under it and kept on down the street.
"I wonder where he is going?" thought the young mesdered'where the exit from the gambling establishment was.
·
" I don't like to ask my way 01;it, because it would give senger. "I think I will try and find out."
Savage led him t6 the ferry house ~t the foot of the
me away,'' thought Dick. "I'll have to follow some one
street, and there he bought a ferry ticket.
on the way out."
Dick did likewise, and boarded the boat after him.
Cautiously opening t he closet door, he found the passage
On reaching Jersey City the crook got on a car, and Dick
clear at that moment, and stepping out, went into the rejumped on the platform of the same one.
fresbment room, where he found several visitors.
After riding some distance Savage got off near the HackHearing one of them tell his companion that he was
going home, Dick followed him to the coat room and got ensack River and started up a side street.
Dick followed on the other side of the street.
his things at tbe same time the gentleman did.
The houses became fe~er and farther apart as they proThen he fell in behind the man, and the doorkeeper let
ceeded, and Dick began to fear that the crook would get on
them both out into the landing at the head of the stairs.
The gentleman went down the stairs an·d Dick tagged on to him.
Savage, however, never turned his head, and did not
behind.
The former opened a door that led into the hallway of appear to notice that he was being shadowed.
At length he turned a <;orner leading to the river.
the building next door.
The only house within a. hundred vards was the th1·ee.
Through this they gained the street.
Dick looked at his watch and saw that it was a quarter story fram~ one on the corner around "which the crook had
gone.
past one.
It was not tenanted , and fluttering from the front d(){)r
He lost no time, therefore, in reaching the elevaied stawas part of a "To Let" sign of some real estate agent.
tion and taking a car for home.
The ground floor was evidently intended to be used as a
store.
P H APTER XI.
From the dilapidated appearance of the house it looked
KNOCKED OUT.
as if it had not been occupied for some time.
When Dick reached the opposite corner he expected to
"I've made two discoveries to-night," he said to himself. "The first is that P aul Bender is in with the Savage see Savage walking on down the street.
He was surprised to find that he was not in sight.
crowd, and the second, that the missing box of bullion is
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"He must have gone into that building by the small side took for workingmen must have been a pair of thugs. They
door, for there is no other place where he could have left asked me the time to throw me off my guard, and then one
the street so quickly," said Dick to himself. "That must be of them slugged me with something that was harder than
tb,e house he mentioned Saturday night as having taken in his fist, I should judge from the lump on my head. I dare
New .Tersey, and where he is planning to have the missing · say they've cleaned me out. Why they took the bouble to
9ox of bulliQn carried to. I must make a note of it."
bring me to this place, which seems like a cellar, is more
,, • Dick had never been in that neighborhood before, and than I can understand. After getting all I had I should
• he did not know the names of the streets.
think they'd have left me in 'the street and skipped."
After figuring up the situation and not ·relishing it for
' Though there was a street la.mp on the corner there were
no signs on,it.
a cent, Dick made a desperate effort to free himself.
Re found that impossible, as he was too securely bound
"Never mind; I'll go on to the next house and inquire,"
he thought. .
to the post.
"I wonder if they left me here to perish?" thought the
Acting on this idea he proceeded as far as the nearest
boy, rather dismayed at the idea.
building and found out the names of the two streets.
There was nothing for him to do now but to retrace his
Whether this was the fact or not; a considerable time
steps to the car line that had brought him and Savage out passed before he heard the slightest sound ill the building.
there.
Then what seemed to be the street door slammed, and 'he
When he got as far as the corner opposite the house he heard heavy steps of at least two men walking about over
had spotted he saw two men standing beside the lamp post. his head.
·
'
They were roughly dressed, like laborers, and both wore
Thinking these might be persons unaware of his p;resence
.
beards.
in the cellar, he commenced to shout as lo~d as he could.
1
The footsteps stopped.
"Hello, young man! What time is it?" one of them
asked Dick.
Dick yelled louder, thinking he had attracted their atThe young messenger stopped to give them the informa- tention.
tion.
The footsteps continued, but in a :few minutes died away,
As he turned to continue his way he received a blow on as if the persons had gone into another room.
~· the back of the head that stretched him senseless on the
"They didn't hear me,'' muttered the young messenger,
'
much discouraged.
ground.
Another hour passed drearily away before he heard the
"Quick, Duffy; we must get him acrQ.ss the way and into
the building before any one comes along," said one of the .steps again.
bearded men.
Presently he heard a door open at the end of the cellar
They grabbed the boy up between them, bore him across and heavy steps sounded on the stairs that led down to the
the street, and into the building by the side door.
place.
Savage was waiting for them.
A light also shone in that direction.
"You've got him. Good!" he ejaculated, looking down
"Hello, hello!" cried Dick. "Come over this way. I'm
at the unconsci9us lad as he Jay on the floor. "This is tied down here."
Re saw a man with a lamp in his hands and another £01.Langley's messenger, and he followed me from Wall Street
clear out here. Re never suspected that I was dead on to lowing him, holding something in both his hands.
him. The detective on the missing box Q.f bullion case must
As they came toward him, Dick, with some consternation,
have put him on the job, and that is a sign that I am under recognized th e bearded chaps to whom he felt he owed hj'"'
suspicion. I must return to the city at once, see Bender present predicament.
and get him to find out if the detective really has his eye ·
on me. In the meantime keep this lad a close prisoner in
the cellar until you get orders to let him · go. I saw him
CHAPTER XII.
make a note of this building, and he didn't do that for
nothing."
CARRIED TO SE.A'.•
. "All right, Andy," replied Cole. "We'll see that he /
doesn't get away lmtil you say the word." .
"So you've come to your senses, have you?" asked the
. . ._As soon as Savage took his departure the two men car- chap in the lead.
ried Dick down to the cellar and tied him securely to one
"I have. I'd like to know why I have been made a pris•.
of the foundation supports.
oner and tied clown here,"<Teplied Dick.
"Don't be impatient to learn too much all at once,"
Then they left him and retumed upstairs.
. It was long after dark when Dick recovered consciousness. chuckled the man. "We've brought you somethin' to eat,
Even had it bee:o. broad daylight the boy would have which you may take as a sign you're goin' to be a fixture for
a day or two and perh!tps ldnger, accorcliri.' to circumfound it dark enough in the cellar.
When he realized that he was bound to a post in some stances."
place that appeared to be below the level of the street, his
"I don't see any reason why you should 'Want to keep me
feelings may be' better imagined than described.
here. I suppose you have robbed me. What more do you
At that moment he had no suspicion that Savage, or any expect to gain?"
one connected with him, was responsible for his present un"We're not answering any questions, so you might as well
,--- enviable situation.
hold your gab," replied the man, getting an old box and
"I'm in a nice fix," he said to himself. "Those men I placing it in front of the boy.
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His companion laid a tray on it.
Upon the tray were a couple of meat sandwiches, a piece
• of cheap pie and a cup of coffee.
The man who had done the talking then released Dick's
·
arf1s and told him to pitch in.
"Better get busy," said the spokesman, "for you won't
get nothin' more till the morn.in'."
"I'd like to know--" began Dick.
"I told you that w(l're 'not answerin' questions," replied
the man sharply. "There's your S)lpper. Eat it. If you
won't we'll take it away again and you can go hungry all
night.'>
1:he man evidently n~eant what he said, and as Dick was
hungry he concluded to eat.
The men stood and watched him till he had cleaned up
the dishes, then the fellow who took the lead in the proceedings tied him up again.
. After satisfying himself that the boy couldn't free himself he followed his companion, who now carried the lamp.
~!'heir footsteps echoed up the stairs, and then Dick was
left in total darkness once more.
"Those rascals have some object in view, that's certain,'' thought Dick, when alone again. "I'd give a whole
lot to know what it is, but I guess I don't find out till the
time comes. I wonder where this house is? Why, maybe
it's. the one on the corner that Savage entered. Gee! I
think I see a light. Maybe Sava_ge tumbled to the fact that
I was following him and got those two chaps, members of
his gang, who were in the house, to nab me. That would
account for me being detained here. It's my opinion, too,
that those men were the two crooks connected with the robbe~y of Broker Bulwer's pocketbook. ·I wonder if they
have recognized me as the boy who thwarted them?"
The more Dick thought the matter over the more satisfied he became that he had got on to the true explanation
of the facts.
" Looks as if they intended to keep ~e . a prisoner until
they have removed the missing box of bullion from its present hiding place. Savage must suspect now that his true
character is in danger of being exposed. I guess I made a
mistake in following him out here. He probably noticed
that I appeared to be following him, and as he has seen me
many times in the office hi1ilding he jumped to the conclusion that he has in some way become an object of suspicion in connection with the missing box of bullion, ana
that Mr. Langley sent me out to watch him," said Dick to
himself.
Only at rare intervals did the young messenger hear footsteps in the house as the hours wore away.
. He c011lcl form no idea of the time of night it was, but
judged that it was late. '
He knew that his father and mother would be wondering
"·hat had become of him, and, fearing something bad happened to hin1, would long before Iporning notify the police
t o look for him.
Finally, in spite of his strenuous circumstances, he· fell
asleep, and did not wake till the :flash of light aroused
him. ,
It was his two captors back again with his breakfast.
"Is it morning?" he asked.
.
'
" Yes, it's momin', all right. Here's your breakfast-a

piece of steak, some fried potatoes, a couple of rolls and
coffee. You see we are treatin' you well."
"You'd treat me better by letting me go."
"We can't do that, but we'll do the next best thing, and
that is let you have the freedom of the cella~-."
Dick made no reply, but ate his breakfast, and then the
men retired, leaving him free to- move around.
This ·was a great relief to him~ and it put a hope into his •
head that-lie might be able to make his escape.
He examined the cellar, with the aid of matchlight, but
found that the only exit was through the door that led to
the ground floor, and that' was either locked or bolted.
At any rate, he couldn't get through it.
About one o'clock dinner was brought to him, and he
didn't see the men again until they fetched him his supper.
"The police are surely looking for me by this time,"
thought Dick, when alone again; "but as I'm away over in
the outskirts of Jersey City, near the Hackensack River,
they are not likely to come within milei:; of :finding me. I'll
bet Mr. Langley has been in a stew without my services .today, but I can't help that. I am more concerned about the
worry my parents are in over m:v unexplained absence."
Another night passed, and Dick woke up an hour before
his breakfast appeared.
He tried to get the men in conversation, but they were
not inclined to talk with him.
\
All the spokesman would say was that he would be set •
at liberty after a while.
··
So Dick put in another monotonous day o.f confinement.
N'o sooner bad he drunk the coffee brought to him with
his supper than he began to feel drowsy.
1
Hardly had the men left him when he fell into a deep
sleep, the results of a drug that was in the- coffee.
In 'that condition he was }ater on removed from the
cellar.
The men Cfil'l'ied hi~ out on the street and loaded him
.
into a light wagon.
After covering him up carefully, they mounted to the
seat and drove away.
When Dick recovered his senses along toward mornfug
he was surprised to f!nd tb.at he was no longer in the cellar
but lying in a bunk in a small, low-ceiled and foul-smelling
room.
The room seemed t o be moving up and down w.ith a,~ roll
ing motion.
The dull light of early morning was sifting through an
opening in the roof.
His ears wei:e saluted with the swish of water against
the sides of the room."
· When he looked around the place in wonder at the trans~
:formation in his surroundings he saw several other bunks .
in which he noticed rough-looking men snoring away.
In the center of the ceiling hung a lamp, giving out a
dim light, but a very strong smell of rancid oil or fat .
"My gracious ! Where am I?" Dick asked himself in i
some consternation.
The answer came to him a moment later-he was aboard
·
,
some vessel.
With an ejaculation of surprise and dismay he jumped
out of the bunk, and rushing to the short ladder leading up
to the hole in the ceiling, he ran up it.
--~tepping out on the forecastle, he looked around him.
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The vessel was under full sail, and nothing greeted his
eyes but 3n unlimited expanse of sea and sky.
The sun was just rising, and the ocean was be~inning to
. sparkle under its beams.
The vessel he was aboard of had three masts, the after one
!fehooner-rigged, showing she was a bark.
/ . ' "Good Lord ! I'm being carried to sea!" cried Dick.
"This is an outrage."
He rushed forward to put in a kick.
Seeing the officer of the deck on the poop, he climbed the
short ladder and approached him.
''Here, here! Get down and go for'ard !" cried ' the
mate, glaring fiercely at him.
"I want to see you."
"Go for'ard, d'ye hear?"
"I don't belong to this vessel. I'm not a sailor. I'm
being' carried off against my will. I want you ' to put me
on shore," blurted out Dick.
The mate's reply was to swing his telescope and knock
him down.
Two of the watch were then called up and ordered to
drag him away and toss him back into the forecastle.
Dick put up the be&t resistance•he knew how, but the
sailor~ were strong and tough, and yanked him along in
spite of his struggles.
They shoved him back down the scuttle and warned him
to stay there.
·He remained several minutes clinging to the ladder in
a pretty desperate frame of mind.
He liad no idea where the vessel was bound, but he believed it was across the ocean, and the idea of making such
a trip as that against his will was maddening to him.
After the two sailors retired Dick crawled up the stairs
again and stuck his head out.
.
There he sat considering what it was possible for him
to do#
The longer he considered the more helpless he seemed
to be.
'
,
At length the sailors were called to breakfast, and Dick
moved to another spot on the :forecastle.
Here he was spied by the skipper when he came on the
poop, and a sailor was sent to bring him aft.
Di'ck, finding himself in the presence of the captain,
asked how he came to be aboard the vessel.
The s'kipper listened to him, and then ordered the chief
mate to bring up the. ship's articles and a bottle o'f ink and
·a pen.
Dick was ordered to put his autograph down on the document at the end of a list of names.
He refused, whereupon ' the mate grabbed him, and putting the pen between his fingers, compelled him to make a
cross, to which the captain added the words : ,. John Doe,
his mark."
"Now you're shipped, you cantankerous young imp, and
if you don't obey orders I'll skin you alive ! Take him below, Mr. Butts, and fit him out from the slop chest." ~
All unnoticed by those aboard, a pilot boat was passing
within a biscuit .toss of the bark's stern.
She was bowling along under all her sail with a bone in
her teeth.
Her number was painted in big black figure~ on her
mainsail.

As the mate started to drag the boy away the young
messenger's eyes caught sight of the pilot boat. .
Jerking himself from the mate's grasp:, he rushed to the
rail and ~prang .overboard with a shout to attract the
notice of the men on the small vessel.

CHAPTER XIII.
DICK MEETS WITH A. SURPRISE.
~

The eyes of four men on the pilot boat were directed at
the bark at the moment Dick took his plunge.
One of them seized a life preserver and flung it in th£!
direction of the boy as he came to the surface.
The cap~ain of the. bark ordered the vessel hove to and
told the mate to take a boat and pick the lad up.
·
Before the latter order was more than half executed, Dick
had been pulled on board the pilot boat, where, all dripping
as he was, he proceeded to explain matters.
As he looked what he claimed to be, a Wall Street messenger, and not a sailor, he was listened to by .th~ head
pilot aboard the craft, while the boat lay to a short distance
from the bark.
By the time he had finished the chief mate came alongside in his boat.
"Chuck that young deserter in here," be said to one 6f
the pilots.
"Do vou claim him as belonging to your crew?" asked
the chief pilot.
"I do."
"He says he was put aboard your vessel in a senseless
state, and that you were carrying him off against his will."
"He's a liar. He was shipped in regular shape."
"He doesn't look like a sailor. He claims, with considerable show of truth, that he's a Wall Street messenger."
"He can claim what he chooses. His name is attached
to the bark's articles and therefore is legally shipped. I
demand him back."
The chief pilot ·was convinced the boy Had in some way
been shanghaied, and he refused to force him to return.
"All right," answered the mate in a threatening tone,
"we'll take your number, and when we get back we'll have
you up before the United States court and make you sweat
for thiil." .
"Do it," retorted the pilot. "Look out that the ~oy
doesn't make your skipper sweat :for kidnapping him. Now
you can sheer off."
With those words the pilot ordered his boat to be put
on her' course again.
The mate :flung a string of imprecations at the pilot, and
th-en ordered his two men to row back to their vessel.
Presently she, too, was put on her course, ·.and the distance widened rapidly between the two vessels.
Dick was taken below and told to strip off his wet clothes.
He was provided with dry ones for the ti.me being and
his own garments were wrung out and hung around in the
sun to dry.
He was then invited to breakfast in the cabin.
During the meal he told his story more :fully, but omitted all reference to the missing box o:f bullion.
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The pilots complimented him on his plucky escape from
the bark, and assured him they would land him in New
York some time that afternoon.
Sandy Hook was sighted about noon, and Dick was
pleased to death to behold the soil of his native land again,
although he had only been a short time away from it.
He was landed in the basin at Brooklyn about four
o'clock, and soon reached a car that would take·him to the
Fulton Ferry, where he decided to cross instead of going
to the bridge.
•
. It was half-past :five when he stepped on Manhattan
Island.
Although he knew there was no one at the office at that
hour; he determined to go there and telephone home, for
there was a telephone in the hallway of the flat he lived in.
He also wanted to :find out if any of the Savage crowd
were at tke National Pneumatic Ti~e Company's office, in
which• event he intended to have them arrested at once.
Accordingly he made a bee-line for Wall Street, and
iound the street almost deserted.
Rushing in at the entrance, he found nobody there but
. one elevator man, who expressed his surprise on seeing him
at that hour.
I
"Take me up right away, please/' he said.
"Step in," said the man.
In the meantime there was something doing at that moment on the fourth floor.
Andrew Savage had made an his arrangements for removing the missfilg box of bullion from his office.
When the various offices closed at :five o'clock, Savage,
Maguire, Cole and Duffy were seated in the office of the
National Pneumatic Tire Company.
They were joined in the course of a quarter.of an hour
by J;>aul Bender.
At half-past :five Savage sent Cole and Duffy downstairs to get the head janitor and another attache out of
the way for a brief interval.
·
The detective on the case had been decoyed away on a
bogus clue furnished to him by Maguire through one of the
Central Office defectives.
A cab was in waiting at the Pine Street, entrance, the
driver of which was an unscrupulous· chap who had agreed
to take part in the plot, the nature of which had not been
explained to him, for a $100 bill.
Everything was ready at the moment Dick entered the
building.
His presence in the vicinity was the last thing Savage
would have calculated on, as he supposed the boy was miles
·
out at sea by that time.
We may as well remark here that Savage was unable to
connect Dick with the efforts being made by Broker Langley
to recover the missing box of bullion.
Bender had made it his business to look into the matter,
and he discovered that Mr. Langley had no idea where his
messenger had disappeared to.
,
'
,
Savage, however, regarded the boy's action in following
Kim to the outskirts of Jersey City as too suggestive to be
disregarded.
As he wasn't taking any chances, he arranged to have
Dick sent to sea simply to get him out of the way.
Everything being in realliness for the quick removal of

the box, Savage opened his safe and he and Maguire took
it out.
'
They were in the act of taking it across the threshold of
the door when the janitor's assistant, who was supposed to
be in another corridor attending to his business, suddenly
appeared.
He uttered an exclamation on seeing the box with the
word "bullion" painted on it.
Savage judged from the expression of his face that he
suspected something was wrong~ and would give the alarm.
He made a spring at the man, while Maguire and ~ender
dropped the box to help him secure the unwelcome witness.
A short scuffle, and the janitor succumbed to a blow on
his head.
"Get the box to the elevator, quick!" cried Savage.·
As Bender reached for the box of bullion Dick came into
the corridor.
His unlooked-for appearance rather staggered the rascals.
But they were equal to the emergency.
·
"Seize him, Maguire!" cried Savage.
Maguire slipped behind Dick and grabbed him.
The young messenger was taken by surprise, for he had
not counted on seeing what was taking place-the removal
of the box of bullion.
Savage rushed to assist his companion in securing the

boi~ half a minute Dick was choked into insensibility.
"Away with the box, you. haven't a moment to lose. I'll
follow ,later on," said Savage.
•
Maguire and Bender raised the box and hurried to the
elevator, where a cage, which Cole had brought up to the
floor and left there, stood waiting for them.
Savage then dragged both Dick and the janitor's assistant into his office and closed the door.
"How in creation did that boy escape from the vessel he
was put abo!!rd of?" he said to himself. "The captain must
have gone back on his bargain. Well, ~is appearance and
the inopportune turning up of the janitor will settle me in
.thia building, unless I were to drop them down the elevator
shaft, and that kind of bl1siness isn't in my line. The boy is
the more dangerous of the two. I must get him away it I
can. My own cab is at the front door. On the plea that
he's ill, if I'm questioned about his condition, I can put him
into my cab and take him across the river. As for this man,
I'll drag him to the next corridor and leave J:iim on the
floo'r."
This plan the rascal carried out.
After disposing of the janitor's assistant he carried Dick
to the elevator and rang the . bell.
The elevator came up.
"'I'his young fellow i'aint'ed in the corridor near Mr.
Langley's office. I'm going to take him around to a doctor's," said Savage to the elevator man.
The attache was unsuspicious and carried Savage anc1
Dick down to the main :floor, and at the crook's request
helped carry the boy to the cab.
''Cortlandt Street ferry/' said Savage to the driver in a
low tone.
He got in beside the unconscious boy and the cab drove
off.
"Everything is working like a charm," chuckled the
crook. "If there had been any trouble getting the box out
J
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H e took off his shoes, closed the door and rebolted it,
by the Pine Street entrance I should have heard about it
when I came down. All was then serene, so the box is on and stepped forward into a room that bad a stove in it,
its, way to New Jersey by this time, and I am close on its and which he naturally reasoned was a kitchen.
Ther~ was a window to it, and this afforded Dick a view
heels."
He rubbed his hands together in a satisfied way and of the back lot, with a street running on one side of it.
.He remembered the lot and the street, and knew where
ohuckled again.
he was.
From the kitchen he passed into a passage which had a
communicating with ,the street.
door
CHAPTER XIV.
The door was locked and doubly bolted.
He shot the bolts, turned the key in the lock, and opened
DICK IN LUCK.
the door.
1
The sidewalk and freedom were before him.
Dick came to his senses to find himself in pitch-darkness
He was about to take advantage of his good luck when
and absolute silence.
came around the corner at a slow pace.
cab
a
As his last recollection was struggling with Savage and
drew back and closed the door partly, though he
Dick
Murphy Maguire, in the corridor of the fourth floor of the
could explain why be did so, for there
afterward
never
building on Wall Street, he hardly knew what to make of
appearance of the cab to alarm him. ,
the
in
nothing
was
.
the transformation.
that he did so, for the cab stopped in
fortunate
was
It
"Where am I at now?" he asked himself.
dcor.
the
of
front
He felt for his match safe, struck a match and looked
"Gracious!" he exclaimed, entirely closing the door, rearound.
it, -and shooting one of the bolts. "That must be
locking
"Why, I'm in the same old cellar!" he gasped in astonishWhere shall I hide till be gets in_side? It would
Savage.
ment. "Have I been dreaming all I went through since I
for him to discover that I've escaped from the
do
never
last looked on thi.s place? It can't be, for it was too realI'm out of his reach."
until
cellar
istic. And yet how did I get back here? By George! I
a match to look around him, for the
struck
Dick
As
don't know what to think. I've been having a truly wonin which he could remain concealed
place
no
offered
kitchen
derful experience. I remember eating my supper here and
there, he-saw a door on his left.
introduced
was
light
a
if
then the next thing I knew I was aboard a vessel and it
was an empty closet.
it
saw
he
it,
Opening
was morning. After being knocked around by the captain
side door bell ring.
the
heard
he
then
Just
and the mate I jumped overboard and was picirnd up by a
and pulled the door nearly to.
closet
the
into
popped
He
pilot boat which landed me in Brooklyn. Then I went to
at the end of the passage.
stairway
the
on
sounded
step
A
the office and came upon Savage, Maguire and Bender movabove, and this somefrom
down
coming
was
Somebody
ing the box of bullion. Savage and Maguire attacked me
hand.
his
in
light
a
had
body
and then-I find myself back again in this cellar. fo.;;eems
When he was half way down the light of the lamp he
like a dream; and yet that plunge into the ocean appeared
revealed his features, and to Dick's surprise he saw
carried
to be real enough. Gosh ! If that was a dream I don't
himself.
Savage
was
it
want any more like it."
the lamp on the floor and went to the door.
put
Theecrook
too
was
he
for
cellar,
the
around
moved
and
He got up
Unlocking it, he drew first one bolt and then tried to
nervous to remain seated or lying down, eas he ha<il found
draw the other, but found it already drawn.
himself.
"That's funny," Dick heard him mutter; "I could swear
Finally he walked up the stairs and tried the door.
them both. I don't usually do things slipshod. It
shot
I
It was fast, as he expected to find H.
1
pay."
doesn't
closed
the
down
and
up
He struck a match and looked
He opened the door and admitted Maguire and Bender
edge of H.
There ~aa no lock to the door, therefore he reasoned that carrying a heavy article between them.
Dick's heart gave a jump, for he was sure it was the
it was bolted.
He took out his pocket knife and ran it up the slight slit. missing box of bullion.
"It's taken you people a mighty long time to get here,"
About half'way up it struck an obstruct~on.
said Savage in an unamiable tone. "I've been here an
"That's the bolt," he thought.
Dick soon ascertained that it worked loosely in its fas- hour. You ought to hav got here about the same time."
"I know it," responded Maguire, "and we would have
tenings when he pressed against the door.
done so, only we had a breakdown soon after leaving the
"Maybe I can work the bolt back," he said to himself.
fnry house, and had to get repairs made before we could
He lost no time in trying to accomplish the trick.
Little by little the bolt yielded to the force he brought continue. It was taking too much risk to change to imotber
cab. We can trust this man, but not a stranger."
to bear upon it with the blade of the knife.
Savage accepted Magni.re's explanation, and then handed
He paused at intervals to listen, but heard no sound other
than the slight scraping sound of his knife blade on the a bunch of bills to the driver of the cab, who stood outside.
He said good-night, mounted his seat and drove away
bolt.
'rhus he worked steadily for an hour, buoyed up by hope. into .the darkness the way he had come.
At last he worked the end of the bolt clear of the socket 1 Savage shut the door, and locked and doubly locke<i it.
"I brought the boy with me," he said.
and pulled open the door with a thrill of satisfaction and
"What I Dick Hall?" said Bender.
triumph.
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"Yes. I didn't deem it safe to lea ve hiln behind, be"Yes. 'l'hc captain mu!'-t hare let hi m go somewhere ofl'
cause he spotted this house, and would send t11e poli ce out the coast, for he,tumed up at th e buil ding just as we were
here the moment h1e reco vered from the choking l\1agui re ta king the box of bulli on to the elevator, and we had to
itnd I gave him."
knock him out to prevent him gil' in g the alarm and queer· "So I didn't dream what I went through ," thought Dick, ing the affair." .
as he heard Savage's words. "I thought it was too real for
Cole uttered an imprecation.
that."
" !s he dead?"
"What are you going to do with him?" asked Bender.
" No. Andy brought him out here in a cab."
'Tve got him locked up in · the cellar again,'' replied
"Then he's in the cellar ?"
· Savage. " I'll let him go whtWJ. the necessity for his deten"Yes. Andy locked him up there. Come upstairs an d
t ion no longer exists."
get your orders from the boss. We're going to open the
"But I'm afraid he saw me in the corridor when he ap- box."
peared so suddenly upon us. If he did I can' t go back to
The three at once went up to the room above.
the office, for I'd be arrested in connection with the missing
box of bullion, and would go to prison while yo~ chaps
escaped with the plunder. You must find out by questioning him in an off-hand way whether he is on to me or hot.
CHAPTER XV.
If I have to dust out I'll throw in my lot with you."
" Leave that. to me. If he didn't recognize you you're
CONCLUSION.
all Tight. Now bring the box upstairs."
"Where are Cole and Duffy ?" asked Maguire.
" The whole gang is togeth er in th e house, and will re" They haven't showed up yet. I expect them to arrive main here for some hours. This is my chance to round
any moment," said Savb.ge, picking u'p the lamp.
,
them up if I can get the' police here in anything like a
Maguire and Bender each caught up an end of the box reasonable time," thought Dick, as he came out of the closet.
and followed the chief crook upstairs.
He went to the door and ha d unlocked it and partl y
Dick heard them enter a room and shut the door, and
f h b 1
h
l d
b
d
·
their voices reached his ears but faintly after that.
clrmyn one 0 t e 0 ts w en t rn oor a ove opene agam,
and 11e heard the voices of Cole and Duffy at the head of
He stepped out of the closet and stood in the darkness the stairs.
.
with hi s shoes in his hand.
Cole had a lighted ]amp in his hands.
"Now what shall I do ?" he asked himself. "The missing
"They're coming down . I can't go till they're ont of
box of bullion is in one of the rooms above. The moment
the way."
has ar.riv~d when I. must rou~a up those rascals.·. A false
He jumped into the closet again.
move is hable to ~·u:n everythmg, so I must act with gr~a; i "Let's take a look at the boy and see if he's come to his
care. The game is m my hands to close up. Can I do it. t senses " said Cole wh en they reached the bottom of the
I suppose the proper thing for me to do now is to leave sta·rs '
'
the.house while .the coast. is clear an~ notify the Jerse~ City
~uffy was willing, so they went to the door leading to
police. That will take time. I don t see that I can smgle- th e cellar drew the bolt and went clown.
handed accomplish anything by remaining here. I think
"My e~cape will be discovered. I must skip at once "
l've . fair~y won Mr. Langl.ey's reward if the .missing hox: of thought Dick.
·
'
bullion is recovered to-m.ght. The detectives. have be~n
Cole and Duffy soon fo und that Dick was not in the celunable to get any clue to. e1th~r the box or the tbieves, whil e lar, and they came rushing back in a hurry to notify Savage.
I have done both. I thmk Ive worked the case up .pretty
As Dick started for the street door for the fourth time
well, and am entitled to all the credit."
he heard their steps on the stairs and he was forced to
Having decided to notify the police, Dick started for the run to.cover again.
'
door.
They shouted up to Savage, and he came to the head of
At that moment he heard footsteps on the sidewalk, and the stairs, followed by Maguire:
in anothe:i; moment the bell rang.
"What's wrong ?" 'asked the head crook.
"That must be Cole and Duffy," thought Dick, retreating
"The boy isn't in the cellar!"
to the closet again.
·
"Isn't in the cellar! H e must be," replied Savage.
This time it was Maguire
came down with the lamp.
"I tell you he isn' t," returned Cole. "We've just looked."
He admitted Cole and Duffy.
"He couldn't get out, for I was careful to bolt th e door.
"Has Andy arrived?" Cole asked.
You found it bolted, didn't you?"
"He has,'' replied Maguire. "He's waiting for you.
"Yes."
;
We want a roaring fire started in the stove, for we're going
"Then he's down there."
to melt the bullion to-night."
"You' d better find him, then," said Cole.
"The sooner the better, I think," answered Cole, " so that
Savage came downstairs and Maguire followed him .'
we can get away from these diggings."
The four, headed by Cole with t he famp, went into i.he
"We' ve got news for you,_ too."
cellar.
"What news?"
As Dick watched them go down a daring idea occurred
"The boy, young Dick H all, whom you put aboard the to him.
bark 'Santa Maria,' bound for P alermo, 1s bark again ."
It wa's to secure the four rascals in the cellar and thus
_, "Back again!" cried Cole, in an astoni s.hed voi ce.
make them prisoners.
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As for Bender, Dick knew he was a match for Mr. Langley's chie£ clerk.
Thus, all by himself, he would ba.g the whole gang ancl
recctver the missing box of bullion.
Thrilled by the idea, he, ran to the cellar door and 1:1hot
tl\t bolt.
Then it struck him that they might burst open the door.
He must prevent that if he could.
Running into the kitchen, he looked around for something that would blockade the door.
There was nothing suitable for the purpose.
On a shelf he spied a hammer and a saucer of two-inch
wire nails.
He took them down, i.ntending to rtail up the door. .
With a couple of blows of the hammer he knocked two of
the panels out of the door 0£ the kitchen closet.
At that moment he heard the four crooks returning up
the cellar steps.
The fellow in the lead must have been astonished when
he found the door was bolted.
He shook it and then began to pound and shout.
Dick lost no time in nailing the two panels across the
door.
That would hold the four rascals ~risoners in, spite _of
everything they could do to get out.
Savage shouted and thumped on the door, demanding to
know what was going on, but the young messenger answered
him not a word.
Having go~ the four crooks where he wanted them, Dick
started upstairs to settle matters with Paul Bender.
The chief clerk had heard the hammering and other
noises downstairs, but supposed it was all right, as he knew
the four crooks were down there.
Therefore he was unprepared, when the door of the room
opened, to see :Qick Hall march in.
"Good-evening, Mr. Bender," said Dick suavely.
The chief clerk gasped and looked quite staggered.
"You-you!" he cried. "I thought--"
"I was a prisoner in the cellar? So I was till I. got
tired of staying there in the dark and made my way out.
As I consider what is good for the goose is also good enough
for the gander, I have locked your four friends up in the
cellar, where I propose they shall remain until the police
take charge of them."
"What!" exclaimed Bender, aghast.
"I see, Mr. Bender, you are taking good .care of ' the
missing box of bullipn . Do you exp~t to secure the $5,000
reward offered by Mr. Langley?" chuckled Dick.
The chief clerk didn't know what to say.
He real·ized that he was practically in the young messenger's power, :for he saw that Dick held a hammer in
his hand.
Had Bender been as plucky as the boy he would have put
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up a fight at once, but he wasn't, though he was not actually
a coward.
"What are you going to do, Dick? 'l'hings look bad fo:;_me, I'll admit, but you won't give me away, will you? I'll
help you get the reward for returning this box and putting
the men in the cellar in jail if you don't say that I hav~
had a hand in this affair."
"So you're ready to turn traitor to your friends, eh?"
"'fhey're not friends of m\ne. They forced me into this
thing against my will. I had to stand in with them."
"Well, you can explain all that to Mr. Langley. I have
no time to listen to you," replied Dick, walking toward him.
"Now put your hands behind your chair."
"Why, what do you mean?"
"I mean to make you m.v prisoner."
"Oh, I say, I won't stand that, you know!" cried Bender,
springing up.
"Sit down, or I'll knock you otl the head with this
hammer !"
"c;me, now, let me go like a ~oocl fellow. I'll make it
all right with you."
"No, you won't make anything right with me. I've been
working on this case from the moment Mr. Langley's safe
was found rifled 0£ the box of bullion. Now I have the
bunch of you rounded up. Sit down or I'll break your
head, do you understand? I'ni in no humor to fool with
you, and the law will back me up if you make any resistance.
If you've got any excuse yo~'ll have to makf it to. Mr.
Langley."
Dick swung the hammer menacingly and Bend.er threw
up the sponge.
He submitted to be bound to the chair with his own handkerchief first, and then- Dick completed the job with a rope
he found in the room.
The boy then left the room, locked the door and look the
k€y with him.
He lost no time in leaving the house en route to the
nearest telephone station he could find.
He traveled ten blocks before he found a drug store.
Here he communicated with the Jersey City Police
Headquarters and told the man at the other end enough nf
the facts cif the case to cause him to promise to send a
patrol wagon and half a dozen policemen out to the house
to take charge of the prisoners and the missing box of ,
bullion.
Dick then rang up Mr. Langley's residence in New York.
The broker was in and answered the call himself.
"Ts that you, Mr. Langley?" asked Dick.
"Yes. Who are you?"
"Dick Hall."
"What ! You, Hall! Where are you, and wl1ere in creation have you been keeping yourself for the last four or five
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days? Your father and mother are just crazy over your him they got into my safe; but how he could ha\e mastered
disappearance."
the combination is more than I ca~ understand."
"I'm in Jersey City. Have been held a prisoner by the
Next day Bender confessed how the thing came about.
crooks who stole your box of bullion."
He said he was in the private room one day when the
"What! You don't mean that! Who are they?"
broker unlocked his safe and overheard Mr. Langley mutter
"I'll tell you all abo~1t it when I see you. But I've great the figures of the combination as he followed them.
news for you . . I have.captured the five men of the gang who· cHe remembered them, and when he got in with Savage,
stole the box, and I've recovered your bullion," replied Dick. who had taken the office in the building to work another
. "Impossible!" cried the broker excitea'ty.
game, he told the crook the combination on the afternoon ·
"It's the fact, sir. l'Ye got them in an old house in the the box of bullion was put in the f'afe.
suburbs of this town, and the Jersey City police are now on
He, Savage and Maguire paid a visit to the office about
their way out in a patrol wagon to get them and the box six o'clock and got away with the box, locki~g the safe up
of bullion. 1£ you want to learn all the facts as soon as as it was before.
possible, as I guess you do, come right over to police head!he chief crook had some trouble with the lock, and that
quarters. By the time you get there the prisoners and the is how he broke off the tail from his snake ring.
box will be ther~. I've done what all your detectives could
The presence of the piece of putty was never explained.
not do-solYed the problem of the missing box of bullion.
The newspapers had a sensation over the case, and Dick
Good-by."
got all the credit he was entitled to.
He also got the $5,000 reward, and a few days later
Dick returned at once to the house where his prisoners
cleaned
up a profit of $6,000 on his L. & M. deal, which
were, and fifteen minutes later the patrol wagon d;ove up
altogether
made him worth $14,000.
full of cops.
. From that day he ceased to be a messenger, for Mr. LangHe was waiting for them outside.
ley promoted him to his counting-room, and his rise there"The I)risoners, four of them, are in the cellar· " sa1·d
.
"
.
'
.
after was fast, and in two years he was filling the shoes of
Dick.
You had better be prepared for a desperate resist- B en cler, f ormerly clne
· f cl er k, wh o, w1"th S avage an d th e
ance when I let them out, but you can offset that by using . h
tt·
.
,
.
,
-ot ers, was pu mg m a l ong sen t ence at s·mg s·mg.
your revolvers, for I clon t tlunk they re armed. 1£ they
S ad'ie S
,
tevens was very prou cl over D"ic k' s br ill"iant
are you
11
have
to
take
your
chances
of
a
shot
or
two."
h"
J
l os t h er l1eart t o h"rm; so,
.
.
ac ievement ,. f or sh e h ad a1reaciy
Dwk,. hammer m hand, approached the cellar door, and wh en l a t er on lie ask ed lier t o marry h"
im, sh e d i'd not say
the pohce ranged themselves in the best positions to nab
"No."
the rascals as they appeared.
We will not follow Dick's career any further.
The boy removed the barricade and shot the bolt.
He eventually became Mr. Lan.gley's cashier, and at the
The crooks heard him and prepared to make a rusla.
same time the husband of the fair stenographer.
This they did the moment the door swung open, but
The newspapers all ga.ve him a prominent send-off on the
they found themselves in the arms of six stalwart officers, occasion of his marriage, becau~e they remembered he was
who handcuffed them in short order.
the boy who recovered the Missing Box of Bullion, and
It was then a simple matj;er to secure Bender, and with Solved the Wall Street Mystery.
the missing box of bullion in the wagon the procession returned to headquarters, where Broker Langley had already
THE END.
arrived.
It is needless to say that he was astonished when he found
his chief clerk among the prisoners.
Read "CLAIM No. 7; OR, A FORTUNE FROM A
All five were locked up to await removal to the Tombs in
GOLD MINE," which will be the next •number (211) of
N cw York next morning, and Dick accompanied his em" Fame and Fortune Weekly."
ployer across the river.
On their way uptown in a cab Dick told his story to Mr.
Langley, and it is needless to say that the broker was fairly
astounded at his messenger's revelation.
"You have fairly won the $5,000 reward for recovering
that box of bullion, Dick," he said. "And the papers will
make a hero out of you because you accomplished what the
detectives all failed to do . But I am amazed to fin d that
P aul Bender was in this scheme. It must have been t hrough
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HOW TO SEND MONEY-At our risk send P. 0. Money Order, Check,
cled round and round many times before getting their bear
or Registered Letter : remittances in any other way are at ~our !isk.
We accept Postage Stamps the same as cash. When ~endmg silver
ings, but the swallow darted away toward the north immec!i
wrap the Coin in a separate piece of paper to avoid cuttmg the envelately after its cage was opened. Sixty·seven minutes later the
ope. H.;rite you1· name and Ct.ddre8B plainly. Address letters toe
watcher in Antwerp saw the swallow enter its nest, while the
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Frank
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first pigeons did not arrive for four hours and seven minutes
CB.i.8. E. NYLANDER, Secretary
:14 Union Sq., New York
The former flew at a rate of nearly one hundred and thirty
two miles an hour, but the speed of the pigeons averaged only
slightly more than thirty-five and one-half ~iles an hour. This
latter time is considerably slower than that of which a homer
J
is capable under ordinary conditions, but, granting this fact
Catching a mo~ster fish and the line becoming hooked to the the superiority of.the swallow is only too evident.
boat underneath, where he could not reach it, Felipe Ocampo,
of Salina Cruz, Mexico, was dragged out to sea and was miss·
ing two days before he could get back. Friends. thought that
his boat had been swamped.
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.JOKES AND JESTS.

Walter Fishburn, while ploughing on his farm along the
Big Four railroad near Ridgeway, unearthed fifty-six watches,
thirty-six gold watch cases, and some small clocks. They
were in a trench, but it was impossible to determine how long
they had been there. The value of the plunder is estimated
at $500. One of the watches bears the name of F. C. Davis,
of Des Moines, Iowa. The others were evidently unused.
'l'he hind legs of some large frogs are eaten, and are much
more delicious than the tenderest chicken. They are caught
in various ways, and are preserved in large "froggeries" un·
ti! wanted for the tab!~. In the materia medica the flesh of
frogs has long been used by some physicians as the basis for
anti-scorbutic and restorative broths. The flesh is most nutritious at the time when they are about to enter their winter
quarters, yet great numbers are eaten in the spring, when they
are more easily caught.

"Jack is very enthusiastic over the Marathon r,aces, isn'
he?" '"He's that crazy over them that he won't let me have
any vines or roses in the garden that are not runners."
"Old friends are best," said the warm·hearted person
"Humph!'" replied Mr. Sirius Barker, who was walking a little
lame, "I suppose you're one of these people who would trust
a last' year's hammock rope."
"It would please me mightily, Miss Stout," said Mr. Mugley
"to have you go to the theater with me this evening." "Have
you secured the seats?" asked Miss Vera Stout. "Oh! come
now," he protested-; "you're not so heavy as all that."

Teacher-Who succeeded Herlry VII at the end O·f the :Wars
of the Roses? Class-Henry VIII! Teacher-Correct! And
who came after Henry VIII? Class-Mary. Teacher-That's
right. Now, who came after Mary? Johnny Jones-Mary's
Two Indian women, known as "Sal" and "Cynthia," mem- lamb.
bers of the camp at Ehrenberg, Ariz., lay claim to the dis· ·
tinction of being the oldest ferry proprietresses on the face
Mrs. Coonley-How am yo' husband to-day, Mrs. Yallerby?
of the globe. They are twins, 101 years old, and since the Mrs. Yallerby-1 don't exactly know, but de doctoh says he am
time of the presidency of Andrew Jackson, ls29, have eked now convalescent. Mrs. Coonley-Sakes alive! But dpn't !er
out a daily existence pulling the oars of a flat-bottomed, home- it worry yo' too much, mah deah, fo' sometimes sick pussons
made scow on the Colorado River. The legends of the tribe gits dat way jest befo' dey git well.
have it that the two women first established the ferry at the
request of a chieftain of the Mojaves, the tribe that once ruled
"All tbat is the matter ,;with you, sir," ,said tbe eminent phy
on the reaches of the Colorado.
sician, aft.er a thorough examination, "is lack of nutrition
You don't eat enough." "I eat all I can hold, doctor," saic
It is reported that the whole of Vancouver Island is now the attenuated caller. "Then you need to have your capacity
well stocked with pheasants which have long been thoroughly enlarged, and that's a case for a surgeon. Five dollars, please.
acclimatized and breed freely. The history of pheasant ac- Good-morning." ):...climatization in Vancouver is simplicity itself. In 1883 C. W.
"Have you ever been bankrupt?" asked the counsel. "I have
~ R. Thompson of Victoria, imported twenty-five birds from
China, kept them in captivity till young had been hatched out, not." "Now, be careful," admonished the lawyer, with raised
and set all at liberty as soon as the chicks were strong finger. "Did you ever stop payment?" "Yes." "Ah, I thought
enough. In 1886' Mr. Musgrave imported eleven ·more. birds we should get at the truth," observed counsel, with an 'unand turned them out, and from these thirty-six pheasants the pleasant smile. "When did this suspension of payment ocwhole of Vancouver and ir.any of the adjacent islands have cur?" "When I had paid all I owed,~ wa~ thepointedreplyof
the plalntitf.
been stocked.
/
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I did not regard tbe situation as a very serious one, for I
knew I could borrow the money by giving a mortgage on my
little place. But I was astonished to see a man so unreasonable as Billkins had proved himself to be. It was mean of
him to ask me to risk my place on the road to oblige him.
By D. W. Stevens.
The fare to Bushby was a dollar, and1 I knew that 3111 he
Death's Head Brook took its name from the hill whichr bore wa~ted was to deadhead it down to the valley and save this
the same hideous designation, and I believe the residents of sum.
this locality have since glven it a less repulsive appellation.
"All right. Think I won't go home to-night," continued
The stream ran through a valley between Bushby and the my creditor. " I will stay here; and if that note isn't paid
·hill. ,
before noon to~morrow I will attach . all your property."
" That is rather rough on me, " I added, not particularly
Billkins was a kind of contractor on the road. He was
ready to take a job of almost any kind at which he could pleased to think of paying the costs of a suit to gratify his
make a dollar. He was very sharp and shrewd, and those malice.
who knew him best looked out the sharpest for him. While
" If a man that I have helped won't do a little thing for me,
I was an engineer on the road, and before I knew m\l'Ch about I will get even with him. My name is Billkins, and I am not
him, I had some dealings with him.
the man to be put upon."
He lent me three hundred dollars. It was about the only
With this he jumped out of the cab, and I did not see him
time in my life I ever borrowed any money. I owned my house aga,in till the next day. When I went through the valley
free and clear of debt, and it ·was worth fifteen hundred dol- where he lived I couldn't help thinking of what had passed
Jars. This fact made my credit good.
between us. He was a hard man I h'ad learned in the year
When 1 bought my place there was a barn on it, for which that had passed since I borrowed the money from him.
Billkins was a widower. He had two grown-up daughters;
I had no use whatever. The lot was on a corner, and the
barn faced on a side street. I found that by spending three but he used them so badly that tpey could not live wi.th him.
hundred dollars on the building I could make it into a house His house was on the very edge of the railroad in the Death's
that would pay me a rent of sixty dollars a year, and a fire- Head Valley. He had bought the building in Bushby, where it
man on the road would take the house as soon as it could be had been put up as the headquarters of the officers of an agricultural fair. Jt was a frail structure, and he had transported
made ready.
I borrowed the money of Billkins to do the job, He did it on a platform car to the land he owned in the valley, set. not ask any security, and I expected t'o be able to pay him in ting it on the very line of the road.·
the course of a year. But I had some sickness in my family,
When I came to the valley I found that the brook had overwhich prevented me from saving as much money from my flowed its banks, and the region between the ranges of hills
wages as I had anticipated.
was a pond of water. It had been raining incessantly for three
One night, about a year after this transaction, I found Bill- days, and the weather was itltensely warm ' for 'the season, so
!tins on the engine when I was ready to start on my morning that the snow in the hills was melting very rapidly. It looked
trip. It was contrary to orders for ·any one but the 'regular something like a flood, but there appeared to be no danger to
employees of the road to ride on the engine or tender. The the road.
rule was rigidl y enforced, and I told Billkins that I could not
I went through to Bushby without accident. While I was
permit him to remain.
taking on wood and water I met a man of my acquaintance
"But I want to talk with you," said he, laughing, as though who had money to lend. He was fortunately flush at this time;
and was very glad to lend me three hundred dollars on my
he considered my opposition of no consequence.
·~rt is against the rules for any one but the firema n and note alone, and when I started my train I had the money in
engjneer to ricle on the engine," I persisted, ·:and I can't talk my pocket to rid myself of the persecution of such a rascal
with any one while I am on duty."
as Billkins. 'I went on to the end of my trip and then started
"Do you mean to say that I can't ride down .to Bushby on back. On my return to Bu shby I found Billkins there.
this machine?" demanded he with a rather sayage expression
While I was waiting at the water station the villain came
on his ugly face.
to the engine. He had been drinking, and he began to abuse
" I only tell you what the rule is, and I am afraid to break me. He renewed his threats and swore he would ruin me if
it," I added.
he could. I told him I was ready to pay the debt.
"I will keep out of sight, and no one will know that I am
"It will be too late to-morrow, " said he savagely.
"Then I will pay it to-night," I replied, taking the money
on the engine."
"That will be breaking the rules just the same, and I can't from my pocket. "Give me my note and here is your money."
uo it. I am liable to be discharged if I disregard my orders."
He seemed to be greatly astonished at my readiness, took
''Oh, bother your orders!"
out his pocketbook, and produced a paper. He continued to
"That's easy eno11gh for you to say; but I. always obey abuse me, as t1lough he was angry because I was ready to
orders."
pay him. I asked my fireman to look at the money and see
''McBean, do you mean to insi ~t that I shall not ride on that it was all right, and' he did so. I gave the roll of bi!~
this engine down to my house in the Death'.s Head Valley?" to Billkins, who counted them by the light of the fireman's ;
"That's what I mean."
lantern, for it was nine o'clock in the evening. He gave me
"I wanted to talk with you about that money you owe me," the paper he had taken from his pocketbook.
said he, scowling at me as though he would like to tear me
The signal for starting came then. I put the paper in my'
pocket and took my place in my chair. Billkins seemed to
to pieces.
1
"I can't talk about it on the engine."
be in no hurry to ~.et ,off the engine, and I told him I was. go" Do you mean this?"
ing .to start. In tlie end the fireman and myself had to put
"Of course I do."
him out of the cab. I never heard a man swear as he did
"Then, McBean, I want my money now."
when we landed him on the ground.
"I haven't three hundred dollars with me, but I will raise
The train went along very well till we came· to the Death's
\ the money in a few days and pay you," I replied. ·
Head· Valley. I found the water had risen considerably since
. ''

A Death Flood
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I had crossed the bridge the last time. The structure was not
the best in the world and I was afraid of it. I stopped the
machine and sent the fireman forward to look into the con·
dition of the bridge. He seemed to me to be gone a !orig
time, and I shouted his name several times.
No answer <to 'my call came back, and I called a couple
of brakemen to go and look for him. It was intensely dark,
and· for the last four hours it had been raining with in·
creased violence. The men returned in a short tim_e, saying
they could not find the fireman. They reported the bridge
as all right.
But what had become of the fireman? We made diligent
search, but without obtaining any tidings of him. His body
was found three days afterward, more than three miles from
the road. I came to the cenclusion t~at he ·had stepped .on
a loose plank at the lower side of the bridge and slipped into
the rushing water.
A brakeman took his place, and I reached home two hours
behind time. I was very sad at the loss of my· companion in
t he cab, for he was a very good fellow. I went to bed wit,b.out thinking of anything but the calamity that had occurred
that day.
When I was dressing myself the next morning I happened .
to think of the note which Billkins had returned to me. I
took it from my pocket in order to tear out my name. To my
great astonisbment and chagrin it was not the note at all.
It ·was a receipted bill for a doll ar and a half for a gallon of
whiskey, dated the day before.
Whether Billkins had given me this bill instead of the note
intentionally or by accident I had no means of knowing. I
had my opinion, however; but it gave me a cold chill when
I thought that the only man who had witnessed the transaction of paying the note had disappeared that night. If Billkins held the note he could swear that I had never paid it,
and sue me the same as though I had not canceled 'it.
I was somewhat worried about the matter, and I could not
·help thinking about it when I went through the valley the
next time. I was still afraid of the bridge, and I stopped before I came to it. Billkins was on the road near his house .
. "When are you going to pay that note?" said he with a
drunken grin, and whether he had jntendEld to give me the
note or not, he had learned that he still had it in his posses'
sion.
"I paid it last night, Billkins, and you know I did," I replied
warmly, for I was very much disturbed by the taunts of the
man.
"I have the note, and if you don't pay it, McBean, I'll attach
your property the next time I go to your town," he added as I
started the machine.
•'
I saw him go into his house as the train._ crossed the bridge.
The weather had been warm and pleasant all day, but after
I started on the return the first thunder storm of the season
came up, and for two hours the rain poured down in sheets
rather than in torrents. When I came to Death's Head Valley I found the water had risen higher than at any time
before; but my ' last examination of the bridge had assured
me that no amount of water could move it.
.,..
I went ah~ad at full speed over the valley. Suddenly, and
before I came to the bridge, the new fireman shouted that
there was something on the track. At this instant the headlight of the locomotive cast its glare upon the object.
It was Billkins' house!
Th.e high water had lifted it from its foundation and carried it to the roadbed. One end of it was sunk down, and
the other lifted, so that the corner of t he house was half
over the track. The irons were under w,ater a~d the engine
was making a fearful swash as it ploughed its way through
the tide.
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I shut off the steam and whistled for t he brakes; but I
might as well have whistled myself, so far as accomplishing
anything was concerned. The intense darkness and the mists
of the heavy rain had obstructed ou.r vision till we were almost
on\the house. Even the headlight was good for no· more than
ha f its usual distance.
•
The engine struck the house. but the machitte was not even
t hrown from the track by the colli'sion. The flimsy structure
was shattered· into a thousand pieces. It went over into th,e '
deep water in fra~ments, all in a heap.
I stopped the train as soon as possible, Fifty men who had
felt the shock got into ·the water to look for the remains of
the house. ,Only a few fragments remained of it. The water
swept the boards and timbers away. I could hardly have conceived of a ruin more ·complete:
Two days later the body of Billkins was found near that
of the fireman. He ~as in hi s nightclothes. There were bad
bruises on his remains, a:µd I learned that his bed had been
in the corner struck by the locomotive. He was doubtless
sleeping off one of his debauches on' the whiskey the bill for
which came into my possession. He could :not have known
what hurt him.
None of his effects were ever found. If my note was still
in his pocketbook, the mad waters l;l.ad destroyed it, or buried
it in the rubbish that was moved by the death flood.

'l'he largest electrically-controlled switch tower in the world
has just been put into service at Providence, R. I., on the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad. The tower is equipped
with 77 switch levers, providing 266 combinations. Elaborate
precautions are furnished to prevent the· giving of a wrong
signal. ' The power· used is talcen from t he feed wire$ of the
railway, but as a precaution two other sources of power are
provided, which may be drawn upon in case of emergency.
A lake of quicksilver, covering an area of more than three
acres, and having .a depth ranging from ten feet to fifty feet,
bas been discovered in the mountains of the State of Vera
Cruz, Mexico. Th~ value of the product is estimated at mil·
lions. 'l'his lake has been known to the Indians for many
gene1Jitions. rt is situated far up in the mou~tains .in an
almost inaccessible position. Its surface is partly covered
by stones. It is believed that volcanic action in t he mountains
above smelted the quicksilver out of the cinn11har ore, ancl
that it ran down and filled this depression. A tunn ~ l will
be driven through the base of the mountain, and the quicksilver will be brought down by means of gravity.
A large cheetah, 'evidently from the ju.ngles near Malapuram, India, descended recently on the village of Titur and
caused a panic among the village folk. Entering a Molpah
hut, the beast pounced upon a woman, killing her and then
eating away a portion of th!l face and body. The· poor woman
screamed for several minutes, but the terrified neighbors could
not find sufficient courage to go the rescue, and . on the
cheetah emerging there was a general stampede. The brute
went out, savagely attacking all it came across, and some
t hirteen persons were severely mauled, four of them succumbing to their injuries. Eventually the cheetah concealed itself
in a pit, where it was followed by a railway inspector, who
shot it. The first shot did not tell, and t he cheetah spraµg
on Mr. Noronha, the official, who managed to evade it. A
coolie and Molpah villager going to the rescue were attacked,
the villager peing dragge~ down by the cheetah. Mr. Noronha
then shot the beast 'through the heart. When the villagers
found that it was dead they rushed up and belabored the
carcass with stones and any weapons they could P.iCk UJl.
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THEJSE BOOKS ARE .FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS oa WILL BE SENT BY MAIL TO ANY ADDRESS
FROM THIS OFFICE ON REJCEIPT OF PRICE, Tl!JN CENrs EACH, OR A...~Y THREE BOOKS FOR TWENTY-FIVE
fi:ENTS. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE 'SAME AS MONEY. Adcl;ess FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, N.Y.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH OARDS.-EmMESMERISM.
Sl. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Containing the most ap- bracmg all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with ilp roved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of lustrations. By .A.. Anderson.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY fl'RICKS WITH CARDS.diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo
Oontaini~~ deceptive Card '!'ricks as performed by leading conjurors
Hugo Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
and mag1c1ans. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.
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PALMISTRY.

,

No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the mo1t apMAGIC.
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
No.?· HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tncks, containing full instruction on all the.leading carcl tricks
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head, B7 of the day, also ~~e most popular magical illusions llB performed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. E'ully illustrated.
our leading magicians · every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
as it will both amuse and instruct.
.
HYPNOTISM.
No: 22. HOW° TO DO S~COND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE..:....Containing valuable and in- explamed
bJ'. his former assistant, Freel Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
lltructive in fo rmation regarding the science of hypnotism. Also the secret dialogues were carried on
the magician and the
explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the boy on the stage; also giving all thebetween
codes and signals. The only
lee.ding hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, .A..C.S.
authentic explanation of second sight.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A M.A.GICIAN.-Containing the
SPORT ING.
No. 21. HOW TCJ BUNT AND FISB.-Tbe most complete gran?est assor~ent ?f magica! illusions ever placed before the
pubhc.
Also tricks with cards. mcantations, etc.
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full inNo. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TH.IOKS.-Containing over
• tructions about gvns, hun t ing dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
one
hundred
highly amusing and in st~·uctive tricks with chemicals.
together with descriptions of game and fish.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrateJ.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
illustrated. Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat.
F ull instructions are given in this little book, together with in- ~fty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also oontainmg
th.e ~ecret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
atructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 41. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . No., 10. HOW '.1'0 M~KE MAGIC ~OYS .-Containing ful1
:A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses directions for makmg Magic '.l'oys and devices of many kinds. BJ:
·
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for A. Anderson. Fully illustmted.
No. 73._ HOW. TO DO 'l'RICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
diseases pectiliar to the horse.
many
curious
tnc~s
with
figures
and
the
magic
of
numbers. By A..
No. 48. HOW 'l'O BUILD AND SAIL OANOES.-.A. bandy
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
_No.
7.5.
HO\y
TO
~ECOME
A
CONJUROR.
- Containinr
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
tricks with Dommos, Dice, Cups and Balls, Hats etc
Embracinr
By G. Stansfield Hicks.
·
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
'
·
FORTUNE T ELLING .
No. 78. ~qw TO DO THE .BLACK ART.-Containing a com.
'No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete descr1pt1on of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand,
«ontaining the great oracle of human destin1:; also the true mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By A.. AndeJ:Son.
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together w1t'h cbarms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
~nd curious games of cards.
A complete book.
M ECHANICAL. .
No. 23. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DRIDAMS.-Everybody dreams,
Nd. 29. BOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
f rom the little child to the aged man and woman. This littl~ book
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky shoul~ ~now how, inv~ntions ~ri.ginated. This book explains them
all, g1v1l!g examp1es ID electr1c1ty, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and un lucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of pneumatics, mechanics, etc. '.l'he most instructive book published.
knowing wbat his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5~. HOW 'l'O BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Containing full
m isery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little mstructions how to proceed in 01·der to become a locomotive enbook. Buy one and be convinced. 'l'ell your own fortune. Tell gineer; also directions for building a mod~ ! locom()tive · together
with a full description of everything an engineer should know.
the fortune of your friends.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUS ..<OAL INSTR UMENTS.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO '. rELL FORTUNES BY THE BAND.Containing rules for telling fortunes )ly the aid of lines of the band, directions how to mak!'. a B_anjo, Violin, Zither, lEolian Harp, Xylcr
or the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events ph.,ne and other musical m~truments; together with a brief deby aid of moles, marks, scars, etc.. lllustrated1 BY. A. Anderson. acription of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
modern times. Profusely illu strated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
ATH L ETIC.
No. ~9., HOW TO MAKE A MAG~C J;iAN'.l'ERN.-Oontaining
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full inlatr uction for the t1se of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a descr1pt10n of the lantern, together with its hurtory and invention.
Also
full directions for Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
horizontal bars and various other methods of develQping a good,
.
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can .illustrated. By J obn Allen.
No. 71._ HOW. '.l'O DO MECE;ANICAL . TRICKS.-Oontalninr
become strong and healthy by following the instructions cont ained
complete mstruct1ons for performmg over sixty Mechanical Trieu.
in this Ii ttle book.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-Tbe art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Containing over thirfy illustrations of guards, blows, and the dilferLET TER WRITING .
ent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No: 11. ROW TO WRITEl LOYE-LETTERS,__:A m<at rom•
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
plete little took, containing full directions for writing J()ve-letters,•
without an instructor.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Containtng full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old!
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Givinr
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Eml:iracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
also letters of introduction, notes and requests.
A handy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW 'l'O WRITE LETTEHS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW 'I'O FENCE.-Containing full instJ.'.UCtion for
fencing and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subject&· .
also
giving sample letters for instruction.
'
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations,- giving the best
No. 53. HOW 'l'O WRITE LE'.J.Vl'ERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fencing. A complete book.
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father
TR ICKS WITH CARDS.
mother, sister, brother, employe r; and, in fact, everybody and any:
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-tfontainlng body you wisb to write to. FJvery young man and every young
uplanations of tbe general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in tbe land should have this book.
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRI'l'E LE'l'TERS CORREOTLY.--Ooncteirht-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject•
q!leially prepar!ld cards. Ba. Professor Haffner. Illustrated.
alao rules for punctuation an~ rompo1ition, witla llJICimm letteri

~===================:::=i======================·~
N o. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing f01ll'>

THE STAGE.

No. 41. THE _B OYS OF Nl\JW YORK ENU MEN'S JOKE teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
BOOK.-Contammg a great variety of the latest jokes used by the a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from

bl?st famous en~ men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No•. 4~. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Con ta1~rng a vaned asso,rt~ent of t>tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
a nd Irish. Also end men s Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse·
ment and amateur shows.
No. 45. THilJ BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
!AND JOK}j) B<?OK;--Somethin~ new a_nd very _instructive. Every
boy. should obtam this book, as it con tams full mstructions for orsamzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOO~'S JOKES.-'l'his is one of the most original
joke books ever pubhshed, and it is brimful of wit and humor It
contains a large collection of .songs, jokes, conundrums, etc:, of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the ~ay. Every boy _who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtam a copy 1mmed1ately.
No.. 79. H(_)W TO BECOME AN ACTOR-Containing complete mstruct1ons how to make up for various characters on the
stage_; tog~ther with the duties of the Stege Manager, Prompter,
Scenic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N?. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the lat·
est Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular Ger~~n comed ian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover contammg a half-tone photo of the author.

all the popular !1uthors fit. prose and poetry, arranged in the mollti
simple and conc1sJ manner possible.
c
No. 49. _HOW TO DEBA'I'E.-Glving rules for <:J>.nducting cJe.
bates, outlmes for debatei', questions for discussion ·\nd tbe blll
sources for procuring infot'mation on the que&tions iiveu.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'l'.-'I'he al'ts anct wiles ot' flirtatfon m
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
ha.r:.dkerchief,_fan, glove, parasol, window. and hat flirtation, it COD•
tams a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which le
.in.teresting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be bappJ
without one.
·
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
little book just issued by }j~ rank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing; etiquette in the ball-room and at partie1,
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular squa1,.
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love,
court~hip and marriage, -giving sensible advice, rul es and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gen•
erally known.
No. Ii. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction in the
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving th•
selectior•.s of colors, material , and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW ·ro BECOME BEAU'l'IFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most , valuable little books ever given to the world.
N~. 16. H9W TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEJN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautifu l, both male and
fnll mstructions fo1· constructing a window garden either in town fe11:1ale. 'I'he secret is simple, and almost costless, Read this book
or couptry, an_d the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pub·
l!shed.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the moat instructive books
No. 7. HOW 'l'O KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely Illustrated iinil
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats containing full instructions for the management and training of the
Jish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, ani! a grand collec;tion of recipes by one of ou r most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
cooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illuaNo. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
· ·
everybody, boys, git·ls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW 'I'O JI.IA.KE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hlnt1
make almost anything around the house, !juch as parlor ornaments on how to catch ·moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels aud birds.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching bird11.' Also bow to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.~.!!
~o .. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USEJ ELEOTRIOITY.__:A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountin1
acnpt1on of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism· and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries'
No .. 54. HOy\7 TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.:-;Giving cometc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il~ plete mformat1on as to the manner and method of ra1smg, keeping.
lustrations.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cµiges, etc. Fully explained by ·twenty-eight
ta~ ning fu 11 (lirections for making electrical machines, induction illustrations, making it the most complete book of "the kind ever
cotls, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
By R. A. R . BP.nnett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 67. HOW 'l'O DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks
No. 8. HOW 'l'O BECOME A SCIENTIST.-"A useful and ill·
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex•
T
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemfstry, and diE NTE RTA l NM ENT.
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thi1
No. 9. HOW .TO BEC0~1El A VEN'I'RILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equale<l.
No. 14. HOW 'l'O MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- ma~ing all kinds of can ct;.:. ice-creall,!r.. syrup~essences. etc~ etc.
tudes every night wi th his wonderful imitations), can master the . No. tioJ;. ·HOW ':1-'0 Blli90ME A~Y AU'l'ttOR.-Containing full
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the mformat10n regardmg ch01ce of subJects, the use of wo rds and the
createst book ever published. and there's millions (of fun) in i~.
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
No. 20. HOW 'I'O ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable informat ion as to the neatness, legibility and general com·
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, spoi:ts, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·-Hiland.
.
for parlor or <lrnwing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. PIOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A WOii•
money than any book published .
derful boek. containing useful and practical information in the
No. 35. HO'V TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary d iseases and ailments common to every
book, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. .Aboun ding in useful and effective recipes for general com·
backgammon , croquet. dominoes, etc.
plaints.
No. 55. HOW TO COr,r~ECT STAMPS AND COINS. -Con·
No. 36. HOW '1.'0 SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valu able information regarding the collecting and arranginl
and witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. H~ndsome l :v illustrated.
.
No. 52 .•HOW TO Pf,AY OARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW 'I'O BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
book, giving the rules and l'li,.. ''rections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-!,snown detective. In whieh he lays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Fort:v·,Five, R~ ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventurea
•Auction Pitch. All Fours, and IITTtny other popular games of cards. and exoeriences of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three bunNo. Go. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHE . -Contain•
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regardoing the Camera and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrafed. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
ETIQUETTE.
Ili~~'i.arencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
No. 13. HOW '1'0 DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It.

No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY

le a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittance,

all about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW 'l'O REHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette
of good society and the easiest and roost approved methods of ap·
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and
ID the drawing-room.
·

course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Stalf of Officers, Poat
Guard, Police Regu lations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by Lu S~narens, author
of "How t:e Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL GADET.-Oomplete instructions of how to gain allmii;;sion to the Annapolis Naval
Academy. Also containing the course of instructio::;, description
--.1
DECLAMATION.
Wo. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF 'ft'l!1CITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, hi storkal sketch. and everything a bo7
-Con taining the most popular sele~tions in use, comprising Dutch should know ~o become an officet in the United States Navy. Oam•lalect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writt('ll by fa1 Senarens, author of "Bow to Beoe>mt()
W est Point Military Cadet."
tritb many standard readings.

PRICE 10 CENTS· EACH. OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
_Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher. 24 Ullion Sq~a1·e, New Yorls.
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"WILD
A

WEST

WEEKLY"

MAGAZINE CONTAINING STORIES, SKETCHES, ETC., OF

WESTERN LIFE

32 p AGES

COLORED COVERS

35[? Young Wild West and the Fighting Fifteen ; or, The Raid
of the Savage Sioux.
356 Young Wild West Lassoing the Lynchers; or, Arietta's
Quick Shot.
357 Young Wild West and "Arizona Al "; or, The Wonderful
Luck of a Cowboy.
•
358 Young Wild West Corraling the Road Agents; or, Arietta

PRICE

5

CENTS

360 Young Wild West Stopping a Stampede; or, Arietta and
the Cow Girls.
361 Young Wild West's Hottest Trail; or, The Gold Cache of '
the Desert.
362 Young Wild West's Rifle Duel ; or, Arietta's Cross Fire. '
363 Young Wild West and " Domino Dick" ; or, The Broncho
Buster's Bad Break.

and the Outl aw's Bride.
359 Young Wild West Facing His Foes; or, The Shake-up at 364 Young Wild West Trapping the Horse Thieves;
Shiver Split. ·
Arietta's Quick Work.
'

AND

"WORK

or/

W I N"

CONTAINING THE FRED FEA.RNOT STORIES

3?. p AGES

COLORED COVERS

PRICE

5

CENTS

559 Fred Fearnot's Baseball Wonder; or, The Smart Boy in 563 Fred Fearnot and the Boy From Home ; or, Helping Out
the League.
an •Orphan.
560 Fred Fearnot's Superior Stroke; or, Coaching
l]light.

a"

College 564 Fred Fearnot's Fight for Freedom'; or, Surrounded by
Foes.

1

561 Fred Fearnot and the Temperance Girl ; or, Winning a 565 Fred Fearnot's Boy Half-Back;

Grea t Fight Against Rum.

or, Teaching a Young

Eleven the Game.

562 Fred Fearnot and the Figure Four; or, The Sign of 566 Fred Fearnot and the Lost Boy ; or, A Mystery of the
Mystery.
Streets.

'' ·p LUCK

AND

LUCK''

CONTAINING ALL KINDS OF STORIES .
COLORED COVERS

32

PAGES

583 Jack Gentleman; or, Turned Out of School. By Richard
R. Montgomery.
584 The Chosen Six; or, The Boy Student Nihilist. By Allan
Arnold.
'
585 The Boy Contractor; or, How He Built a Railroad. By
Jas. C. Merritt.
586 "Youn~ Thomas-T"; or, The Fortunes of a Bell Boy. By
Berton Bertr.ew.
587 From Printer to President ; or, The Boyhood of a Great
Stat~sman. By H. K. Shackleford.

PRICE

5

CENTS

588 Jaclt, Jerry and Joe; or, Three Boy Hunters in the Adi·
rondacks. . By Allan ~rnold.
589 Washington No. 1; or, The Fire Boys of Graydon. By
Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
590 That Boy Bob; or, The Diamond That Came by Express.
By Richard 'R. Montgomery.
591 The Gun Boat Boys; or, Running the Batteries of Vicksburg. By Gen'! Jas. A. Gordon.
592 A Star at Sixteen; or, The Boy Actor's 'l,'riumph. By
Allyn Draper.
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Fame and Fortune .Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

COLORED COVERS

SELF-MADE MAN

PRICE 5 Ots.

ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY

32 PAGES

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take
advantage of passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of
. our most successful self-made men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and ,wealthy.
ALREADY PUBLISHED.
143 Out with His Own Circus ; or, The Success of a Young Barnum.

144 l'!ay!ng for Money: or, The Boy '.l.'rader of Wall Street.
·
. 145 The Boy Copper i\Iiner: or, Ted Brown's Rise to Riches.
146 Tips oft'. the '!'ape; or, The Boy Who Startled Wall Street.
147 Striking it Rich; or, From Ot!ice Boy to ~1e rchant l'riu<:e.
148 Lucky in Wall Street; or, The Boy Who Trimmed the Brokers.
149 In a Class by Himself; or. The Plucky Hoy Who Got to the 'l'op.
150 Bu!!ing the Market; or, The Errand Boy Who Worked a Corner.
(A Wall Street Story. )
151 After the Big Blue Stone; or. The Treasure of the Jcng!e.
152 Little Jay Perkins, the Broker; or, Shearing the Wall Street
153 T~~L~~~~~· Coal Baron; or, Five Years With the Miners.
154 Coining Money; or, The Boy Plunger of Wall Sti·eet.
15U Among the Tusk Hunters; or, The Boy Who I•'ound a Diamond
lll!ne.
156 A Game Boy; or, From the Slums to "'all Street.
157 A Waif's Legacy; or, How It Mode a Poor Hoy Hieb.
158 l•'ight!ng the Money Kings; or, The Little Speculator or Wall
Street.
159 A Roy Vl!th Grit; or, The Young Salesman Who Made His Mark.
160 Ted, t he Broker·s Son; or, Starting Out !•'or Himself (a Wai.
Street Story).
161 Dick
Darrel rs Nerve; or, From Engine-House to Manager·s Office.
162 Under a Lucky Star; er, The Boy Who Made a Million in Wall
Street.
1G3 Ja ck's Fortune; or, The • Strangest Legacy in the World.
(A Wall Street
164 Taking Chances; or, Playing for Big Stakes.
·
Story.)
1G;) Lost in the Tropi cs; or, The Treasure of Turtle Key.
16G Ten Silent Brokei·s; or, The Boy Who Broke the Wall Street Syndicate.
lGi Only a Factory Boy; or, Winning a Name for Himself.
168 Fox & Day lll'okel's: or. Th e Y"ung Money- \1ake1·• of Wall Str.,et.
16!l A 'loung Mechanic: or, Rising to J<'ame and Fortun e.
170 Hauker Barry 's Boy: !'t", ("<athel'ing the Do>lla rs in \\"a 11 Stl'eet.
171 In the Land of Gold; or, The Yonng Castnwuys of tbe \ly st1c Isl e.
172 Eastman & Co., Stock$ and Bonds; or, The Twin Boy Drokei·s of
\Vall Street.
173 Th e Little Wizard: or. Tbe St: ~ce ss of a Young Inventor.
174 After the Golden Eagles; or, A Lucky Young Wall Street Broker
175 A Lucky Lad: 01·, The Boy Who Made a Railroad Pay .
176 Too Good to Last; or, Six Months In the Wall Street Mone1
Market.
177 Dick, the Boy Lawyer; or, Winning A Big Fee.
178 l:lroker Dexte(s New Boy; or, A Young Innocent in Wall Street.

179 From Mill to Millions; or, The Poor Boy Who Became a Ste1>'.
l
Magnate.
180 'l'hree Game Speculators; or. Th e Wall Street Boys' Syndicate
,!
181 A Stroke of Luck ; 01', The Boy Who i\Iude Money in Oil.
18:t Little Hai, the Boy Trader ; or, Pi cking Up Money in Wall Str/kt.
183 On the Uo ld Coast ; or, The Treasure ot' the Stranded Ship. '•.
184 Lut·ed by the Market; ori.. A Boy's Big Dea l in Wall Street.
185 Ti:ad!ng Tom; or, The 1-soy Who Bought Eve rything.
18G Fav01'1>d by Fortune; or, The Youngest Firm in Wall Street.
187 Jaek Jasper' s Venture ; or, A ('ana l Route to l•'o rtune.
188 Af~;~~k~;.~. Money; , or, Turning the Tables on the Wall Street

1 8 ll A Young Lumber King: or, The P.oy Who Worked His Way Up.
190 Ralph Hoy·s Riches; or, A Smart Boy·s Run on Wall Street
Luck.
191 A C'astaway·s I•'ortune; or. The Hunt for a P!rate•s Gold.
The Little Money Maker; or, The Wall Street Boy Who Saved
·
th e Market .
193 Roullh n.r.d RPn.dy Dick; or, A Young 1<:xpress Agent's Luck
194 'l'ipped offb)' 'l'elegrn.ph; or. ~tmking Up t.lie II all l::ltreet .. Heare.'"
1 ll5 'I he Buy 1111i!Uel'; 01. Th e Rise of a \ onng l\111•<>n.
196 Mnrt)' t.he Messenirnr; or. Cn.µt .u ing Coin in \1 nll Street.
197 'l'he Stolen Bnnk Note; or, The Cn.l'eer of a Hoy Merchant.
19 8 Dig1Cin1ot up Dollars; or. The :-;en•., of a \'onnK ··Hull" Operator.
I g9 A Rmmwn.y Boy; or. The Buried Treasure ot the Incas.
200 The Otd Broke1"s Heil': or. Th•· 11oy wno 11·on in 11·.. u Street.
2 O 1 ~·ron1 Fnr111 To Fol'tu11e; or. The Hoy who mo.de Money in Land.
2 0 2 Jl.aggeo1 Rob of \I all Rtreet; or. $50.000 J<' l'Olll a Dime.
20t'l'he1101· R11ill'oad \ ; 11.~natP:or,' tb eContrnct th at. BroughtaMillion.
20 4 Dandy Dick. T•· e Bo"s lloy Brokcl': or, Hustlin1ot for Gold in Wall Streat.
205 Crm1otht By Ciinn ihal"; or. Tl11· Treasure of the Land of Fire.
206 'l'he !,it tie Op .. n1100·: nr. C'ortoeri ng the .. Bears" of 11·a 11 Street.
~07 Air Line Ed: or. Hodlcliug a Telegraph Line.
2 08 A Ruy of the Curb; or. Tho S"c'·"t of a Treasure Note.
209 :t' ro111 ~'01111dry Hoy Lo Steel King; or, The Rise ot a Young Bridge
. Bnilclel'.
2 10 'l'he Missing Box of Bullion; or, The Bo:v Who Solved a Wall Street
Mystery.

1192
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